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GOUCHER COLLEGE
CAMPUS COMPETITION
For any job, new or old
BLENDTEX stamps satisfaction on
walls and ceilings, economically!

Pocketbooks got a real break when Blendtex was developed. For Weatherwood Blendtex is a new, fascinating pre-decorated wall and ceiling covering—a modern, interior finish that performs four important operations in one easy application.

Blendtex builds. It insulates. It quiets noise. And it decorates! It is as economical for new buildings as for old ones. In only a year this new pre-decorated product, Blendtex, has found its way into hundreds of homes, schools, churches, theaters, restaurants, etc., by the choice of architects and owners!

The soft pastel colors of Blendtex harmonize with its interesting texture—blend attractively with furniture and fixture. Tile and plank units with factory-made joints make a wide variety of smart, modern interiors possible. You stamp satisfaction on your specifications when you specify Blendtex Interior Finish.

Let us send you a new book of beautiful and economic "Blendtexed" interiors in all sorts of rooms, throughout the country. Just use this coupon or see your nearest USG office.

United States Gypsum Company
300 West Adams St. Chicago, Illinois

Sales Offices at:
Atlanta, Ga. • Baltimore, Md. • Birmingham, Ala.
Boston, Mass. • Buffalo, N. Y. • Cincinnati, Ohio
Cleveland, Ohio • Dallas, Tex. • Denver, Colo.
Detroit, Mich. • Houston, Tex. • Indianapolis, Ind.
Kansas City, Mo. • Los Angeles, Calif. • Milwaukee, Wis.
Minneapolis, Minn. • New York, N. Y. • Omaha, Neb.
St. Louis, Mo. • San Francisco, Calif. • Washington, D. C.
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...and the floors are

**Hard Maple**

- Modernity distinguishes the Hollywood Turf Club, at Ingleside, California—a true modernity that combines beauty with functional utility, in every detail. The floors in the Lounge and Dining Room (right), Public Club and Bar are Hard Maple—"selected for appearance, durability, and in some cases for dancing purposes," says Stiles O. Clements, Architect, Los Angeles.

**ADVENTURE** awaits the architect who goes modern with Maple! He'll find numerous combinations* of patterns and wood-colors and color finishes that are versatile, practical and **safe**!

Maple never forces design, merely complements it—with a clean and crisp character ... bright, cheery, sanitary, and warm. It permits great liberty with other elements, without risk of coldness or monotony—wears well on the eye, as under the feet.

And of course, in use, nothing is more modern than Hard Maple. Resilient, smooth and non-slippery, it slows up fatigue, protects health, lowers maintenance and cleaning costs, simplifies alterations, and outwears any other comfortable floor!

When you want a modern flooring, consider Hard Maple—for Maple is as modern today as ever ... And in MFMA Maple, you assure the same qualities which have distinguished Hard Maple through the years, in buildings of every kind.

**MAPLE FLOORING MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION**

1785 McCormick Building, Chicago, Illinois

See our catalog data in Sweet's, Sec. 11/76. Our service and research department will gladly assist you with your flooring problems. Write us.

*Many ways you can use hard maple:

Maple resins: 1. In unselected color (natural finish) under standard grading. 2. Grouped for color tone ("White Clear" or "Brown Country"). For especially "eye-catching" floors or color-pattern effects. 1. Lacquers—Early American patterns, Brown, Blue, White, and other colors of rich beauty, which match any decorative scheme.

**Floor with MFMA Maple**

(NORTHERN HARD)
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Proper Relationship Between Design and Capacity is Essential

In air conditioning of classrooms, only the New Herman Nelson Air Conditioner for Schools maintains proper relationship between design and capacity.

For example—only in the Herman Nelson Unit, do area and perimeter of the discharge grilles increase in direct proportion to rated capacity. Both the outlet velocity and aspirating effect of the discharged air stream remain constant for proper distribution. No other unit maintains this relationship.

Herman Nelson also maintains a uniform relationship between capacity of any size unit and the area of its heating element, filter and damper openings. The same relationship applies between the number of fans and rated capacity. Maintenance of this proper relationship between design and capacity, and Herman Nelson's exclusive "Draw-Through" design assure ideal air conditions for school classrooms.

For complete information write to

THE HERMAN NELSON CORPORATION
Moline, Illinois
THE EDITORS

Los Angeles Letter

Architects, pronounced individualists that they are, have made great progress in cooperative working since the early days of the profession in Los Angeles, when, as John Parkinson used to remark, an architect would rather cross the street than speak to a competitor. With the founding of a Chapter of the Institute and the establishment of other groups, and in the late Twenties the mass effort of putting up an Architects' Building, the architects have generally become more amenable to association. Another forward step has recently been taken by several architects in arranging to practice in combined offices, a system long employed most successfully in the professions of medicine and law.

Ralph Flewelling, who sought to bring culture into the Institute meetings during his presidency, and A. C. Zimmerman, a present director of the Chapter, have taken a suite in the Architects' Building. Each man has a private office for himself, with one reception room, library, and drafting room serving for both. The arrangement permits the use of more space than either had before, improves the status of the secretary, gives steadier work to the drafting room, and allows a more diversified force. Flewelling has achieved a practical and very smart-looking desk by surmounting a pair of filing cases with a table top of hardwood edge and field of green linoleum, just matching the metal cases in color. He finds the large filing case drawers much more sensible for the needs of an architect than the small drawers characteristic of the usual executive's desk.

Similarly, Sumner Spaulding and Palmer Sabin are sharing offices in the Post Building—with the sumptuous Italian Renaissance façade on Wilshire that recalls the period when Raymond Kennedy was designing for Meyer and Holler. Wilshire Boulevard, now offering one of our smartest addresses, sparkles with some 20 architectural offices dotting either side of the thoroughfare from Vermont to Beverly Hills. The most interesting and startling feature of the Spaulding-Sabin office is the entrance vestibule. The side opposite the door is of clear glass from floor to ceiling with a small round hole in the center at speaking height. Through this hole the secretary receives each visitor's credentials. Through this hole the secretar y receives each visitor's credentials and, when accepted, he is then admitted to the office proper. With the aid of an efficient and alert secretary, this device ought to stop forever the wearisome interviews that plague the rest of us.

John Rex, an associate of Spaulding's, is the newest member of the Southern California Chapter. As his certificate was presented, it was vouchsafed that in addition to his professional responsibility he had also just taken on a personal one—as a matter of fact the certificate and the marriage license both bore the same date.

The California Society of Architects, Draftsmen, formed last fall under the auspices of the State Association of California Architects, has had a most successful year. The officers of the Southern Section, with headquarters in Los Angeles, are Aubrey Horn, president; Robert Field, vice president; Olive Shattuck, secretary; Henry Eggers, treasurer; and Glenn Balch and James Rogers, directors. Meetings have been held monthly, varying from dinners at Columbia Square and Glad ding Melkan's to evening trips through manufacturing plants, with an average attendance of about forty. And under the direction of Harry Hall the bowling league has been meeting every Wednesday evening.

The employment service, which was early regarded by everyone as the least promising of the Society's activities, has proved to be the principal reason for the increase in membership from thirty-five to seventy-five. Each applicant for employment furnishes the service with the usual information regarding experience and salary and pays a registration fee of one dollar. When the applicant is placed and works for longer than a week, the dollar goes into the general fund, and the applicant must pay another fee when he again re-registers. Anyone finding work for himself, however, notifies the service and his name is withdrawn from the active list; the registration fee is then kept in reserve for his future use. Should an applicant find work for himself but not notify the service at once, the fee goes into the general fund, and at re-registration he must pay another dollar.

PAUL HUNTER

President's Titles

Apparently some members of the profession have been disturbed by the designation of Franklin D. Roosevelt as the architect of his own small house, recently built on his Hyde Park estate, although none supposes that he thereby hung out his shingle to practice.

Carefully avoiding the politico-emotional view of this illegal use of the Architect's title and looking at the practical side of the question, it seems clear that (1) the President has no intention of practising architecture in competition with existing talent and (2) invoking the law against him would make the profession appear ridiculous.

Van der Robe Exhibit

An exhibition of the work of L. Mies van der Rohe, recently welcomed in Chicago as the new director of the School of Architecture of Armour Institute of Technology, will be held from December 15 through January 15, at the Chicago Art Institute galleries, it has been announced. A model and photographs of his famous Tugendhat House, in Bruno, and other examples of his architecture will be displayed.

The new director of the school was honored at a reception in October, when a number of prominent members of the architectural profession were guests. H. T. Heald, president of Armour Institute, at that time announced a gift of $50,000 from Mrs. Ogden Armour to carry on the work of the architectural department.
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PRINCETON’S PALMER SQUARE POINTS UP PLANK’S ADAPTABILITY

Every building in Princeton’s new Palmer Square development presented a different problem in firesafe roof-deck construction. Particularly complicated were the buildings with various dormers, gables and cut-outs. Yet such is the adaptability of GYPSTEEL PLANK* that in actual erection the difficulties were more apparent than real.

The roof-decks, which have the fire safety, strength and permanence of masonry, were laid with the ease and speed of lumber—because PLANK is cut, sawed, nailed, bored and set into place with ordinary carpenter’s tools. Even though the surface irregularities were numerous, the work was fast and economical; practically no material was wasted—and each roof was a job that the workmen could do with little experience and practically no supervision.

These, and other advantages, such as PLANK’S insulating properties and suitability for any type of finished roofing, were the reasons why Architect Thomas Stapleton chose PLANK for the complete development, which will be composed of thirty buildings covering an entire square.

You, too, can save time, money and trouble with PLANK when you have a roof-deck problem. Whatever type of roof covering you use—shingle, tile, slate, composition surface—it can be laid with economy and lasting satisfaction over PLANK. Write today for a free copy of the Plank Bulletin which gives full information about this remarkably versatile firesafe structural unit and its many uses.

GYPSTEEL PLANK is a complete structural unit shaped like lumber. Made of extra dense, nailable gypsum. All four sides are bound with galvanized steel tongues and grooves which lock to form a strong, continuous I-BEAM. Center is reinforced with steel wire mesh. Vermin-proof, termite-proof. Will not shrink or warp.

*The term PLANK as applied to cementitious building products is a trade-mark of the American Cyanamid & Chemical Corporation.

AMERICAN CYANAMID & CHEMICAL CORPORATION Structural Gypsum Division 36 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, N. Y.

GYPSTEEL PLANK

Photos by George H. Van Anda
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His Name Appeared

Cure for the "inadvertence" of certain newspaper editors who neglect to use the architect's name when reproducing renderings or photographs of their buildings is seen in the experience of a New Yorker. Taking the precaution to send photos of his drawings to Washington for copyright, he then supplied them to a newspaper and was rewarded by seeing the entire drawing, including his name, appear. Examination of the drawings later revealed that the editor had struck out the architect's name, but evidently reconsidered when he noted the copyright warning on the photograph.

This pencil study of an architectural landmark of Camden, South Carolina, is by Robert DuBose Burbank, New York, designer and draftsman who studied at the Yale School of Fine Arts and is a pupil of Julius DeBor. The stately structure, now the headquarters of the Camden D.A.R. Chapter, was designed and built in 1820 by Robert Mills, Architect, who won the original competition for the Washington Monument, sixteen years later.

F.A.E.C.T. Speakers

Secretary of Interior Harold L. Ickes and John L. Lewis, C.I.O. leader, were the principal speakers announced for the Fourth National Convention of the International Federation of Architects, Engineers, Chemists, and Technicians, C.I.O., scheduled December 9-11 in Washington, D.C.

THE SEMI-CONCEALED CASEMENT WINDOW OPERATOR

The ideal method of controlling ventilation by means of operating the vents with a concealed vertical rod assembly mounted in the wall space. Access to the power and couplings is provided by removable flush covers on the access frames. A further refinement is available by mounting this assembly on a steel angle in our shops. This eliminates the work of aligning and attaching these parts to the masonry in the field. The unit assembly feature is equivalent to assembly directly to the sash but has the added advantage of concealing the major portion of the operator from view.

For further information consult our Engineering Department for suggestions and layouts. This service is available at no cost.

THE GIBSON & KIRK CO., Baltimore, Md.

Please send catalog to

Name

Address

BOMMER SPRING BUTT HINGES DOUBLE ACTION

Are the most useful and satisfactory spring hinges for general use. The location of the two springs of each hinge on opposite sides of the door reduces oscillation when closing. They permit the door to be opened all the way back to the wall if suitably hung.

标准型No. 29

Also supplied with Button Tips when specified

BOMMER SPRING HINGE CO.

BROOKLYN NEW YORK
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300-500 watt "Commodore" fixture manufactured by The F.W. Wakefield Brass Co., with Plaskon translucent reflector.

By ingenuity in the development of couplings and adjusters BEAD CHAIN* has been advantageously perfected for bowl and reflector suspension with modern lighting fixtures.

BEAD CHAIN*

is strong, it will not kink, and during twenty-five years has been of practical value with many products. Moreover, the smooth metal surfaces give a distinguished note that is appreciated by architects, designers and manufacturers.

BEAD CHAIN

THE BEAD CHAIN MANUFACTURING CO.
54 MT. GROVE STREET, BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

RIGGS NATIONAL BANK, WASHINGTON, D. C.
JARRETT WHITE, Architect
T. H. URDAHL, Consulting Engineer

DRAFTLESS AIR DISTRIBUTION FOR WINTER AIR CONDITIONING AND EQUALIZATION OF TEMPERATURE

is achieved in this modern banking room through the use of "Anemostat" High Velocity Air Diffusers. Symmetrically placed between the recessed ceiling lights the Anemostats blend harmoniously with the entire scheme of this modern interior.

The air distribution problem of any summer or winter air conditioning or ventilating system regardless of size can be solved by the use of Anemostats. The Anemostat can be applied to existing systems as readily as to new installations. The Anemostat has no moving parts and is easily installed.

INSTALLATION DATA

Lgth. of Room—62' Width of Room—39'
Hght. of Ceiling—17'  Anemostats—4 No. 25 Type "C"
Neck Diameter—10' Diameter of Largest Cone—30'
Volume of Air through each Anemostat—600 C.F.M.
Velocity in Neck of Anemostat—1100 F.P.M.
Temperature Differential for Heating—44° F.

ANEMOSTAT CORPORATION OF AMERICA
10 EAST 39th ST., NEW YORK

ANEMOSTAT
"No Air Conditioning System is better than its Air Distribution"

THE BEAD CHAIN MANUFACTURING CO.
54 MT. GROVE STREET, BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

Of Time
and the Driven

Boston's four government housing projects are poised on the brink. At this writing the firms who are about to undertake their development are sleeping o' nights without the assistance of luminoil; see later report.

There is a strong rumor pervading this town, and it has to do with "architectural" time clocks. One says the first clock has been ordered, which is all to the good. Who will deny that there is a strong rumour of unbusinesslike management or kicking-in. In these days of much government building, with politicians in the background, the kicker-in has become the profession's worst ex­crescence, sometimes even exuding a slightly malodorous stench of piety through a well-nurtured A.I.A. membership. The by-product of this "ethical" dishonesty is an inability to pay fair wages. With no corrective action expected from on high, it is patent that the only cure will be a code of minimum wages enforced through the pressure of employee unionization.

Architectural employes are a quiescent lot, seeming to lack the gregariousness of most workers, and to be proud of it. They have been wont to accept the truism that "an architect is a draftsman with a job," and picture themselves as next in line; they still enjoy the thought of future proprietorship. But hard years have imbued more and more of them (naturally conservative lads, not chronic belly-achers) with a realistic conviction that by and large they never will be proprietors; that they can ill afford to enjoy a genteel pre-proprietary snobbery, at low wages, hoping to make a fortune later on.

Latterly 155 members of the profession foregathered in the Architectural Club's Great Hall, with President Whitmore of the B.S.A. presiding. Students, under guaranteed immunity, told teachers what was what; deans gave practicing architects the benefit of their thoughts; and the last named rebutted.

Joseph Richardson, for Harvard's architectural students, praised the "progressive training" and analysis of building materials, as opposed to traditional methods.

Eugene Crawford, of Technology, also enamored of modernity, saw its novelty-selling value as a practical point. He reflected the new student consciousness toward building materials, and favored seminars twixt undergraduate and practitoner.

Allen Evans, of the University of New Hampshire, would eliminate specialization as an ingredient of curriculum, and Horace Bradt, of the B.A.C., thought much good would come from student contacts with older men who possessed ideas and practical experience. In this last matter President Loring of the Boston Architectural Club concurred, regarding such unselfish interest as a professional obligation.

Professor Huddleston, of the University of New Hampshire, emphasized the impossibility of constructing (Continued on page 12)
TO ATTRACT THE CROWD—
A MODERN L-O-F METAL AND GLASS FRONT

MODERN L-O-F METAL AND GLASS FRONT

Theatre fronts, the newest idea in modern and Glass, are individually designed to be owner, the location and type of building any other condition affecting the theatre of In this important way your L-O-F refront will be "personalized" to attract crow to your shows. Characteristic of these new, individually de- L-O-F Fronts and Facings are distinctive y and brilliant light and color, both by day y night. These business building effects are produced with three basic materials all by Libbey-Owens-Ford—all available from one source. They are: Estrudalite—the new, decorative extruded metal with patented, pressure-controlled shock-absorbing metal sash. Vitrolux—the exclusive L-O-F color-fused, tempered plate glass that introduces luminous color into storefront design, and Vitrolite—the colorful structural glass.

If you are not completely informed as to the possibilities for L-O-F Metal and Glass Storefronts in new construction and remodeling projects, write us. Our Architectural Service Department will gladly cooperate on any unusual design problems. Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Company, 1309 Nicholas Building, Toledo, Ohio.
Floors for stores and showrooms can be comfortable and durable

National Cash Register Company Showroom, San Francisco. The attractive floor is Armstrong’s Linotile (Oil-Bonded). The field is Travertine No. 115 with two alternating strips of Travertine and Black No. 30. Border is Black No. 30.

ARMSTRONG’S LINOTILE (OIL-BONDED) IS RESILIENT BUT WEAR-RESISTANT

Floors for modern stores ought to be attractive, definitely contributing to the display of merchandise. They ought to be resilient and comfortable, pleasant for customers, restful for clerks.

At the same time, they must be durable . . . highly resistant to abrasion and indentation.

Linotile Solves Problem

In Linotile (Oil-Bonded), Architect A. F. Roller found a happy combination of these three advantages when he planned this San Francisco showroom for National Cash Register Company.

Linotile—available in handsome plain and marble colors—is a linoleum-like composition in tile form. Dense but resilient, it is even more resistant to denting than battleship linoleum. Quiet and comfortable, it is a thoroughly practical flooring for stores, offices, schools, hospitals, hotels, and restaurants.

Maintenance Is Easy

Linotile is easy and economical to install. It can be inset with trade-marks, monograms, or decorative figures. The colors run through the full thickness of the material. Scuffing feet and scraping furniture do not wear them off. Daily dusting and periodic washing and waxing keep Linotile floors attractive and serviceable for years.

See Sweet’s Catalog for colors, sizes, and specifications—or write today for a file-sized copy of Individuality in Handlaid Floors.


Armstrong manufactures the only complete line of resilient floorings—Linoleum, Reinforced Rubber Tile, Asphalt Tile, Cork Tile, and Linotile (Oil-Bonded). Therefore our Architectural Service Bureau can offer unbiased suggestions on the most suitable material for any purpose or budget.

RUBBER TILE • LINOTILE (OIL-BONDED) • ASPHALT TILE

Armstrong’s LINOLEUM and RESILIENT, NON-CERAMIC TILES

CORK TILE • LINOWALL • ACOUSTICAL CEILINGS

December, 1938
In which we
Practice what we Preach

Machine shop and change house. A year's perfect safety record won us the P.C.A. Safety Trophy shown in the foreground.

These views are of two of our new buildings at the Leeds, Alabama, plant of Universal Atlas. We think you'll agree that they are good examples of how architectural concrete may be used in constructing industrial buildings.

Architectural concrete opens new avenues of architectural beauty to industrial construction (as well as to public, residential and commercial construction), and usually at a saving in cost. For with architectural concrete, structural parts and ornamentations are cast as a unit. Result: distinctive buildings of moderate cost that are unsurpassed in strength, permanence, fire safety—and that require little or no upkeep.

MAIL COUPON TODAY for interesting facts on this important new development, and further examples of how architectural concrete is being used. Universal Atlas Cement Co. (United States Steel Corporation Subsidiary), 135 East 42nd Street, New York City.

Universal Atlas CEMENTS
an architect in four or five short years of schooling, beyond laying a foundation for practical experience.

Dean Hudnut, of Harvard, stated that his lads are being correlated with the trends of this scientific world, along theories of education which are basically alike, the country wide. The critics of progressive education, he said, would do well to eschew hearsay for facts.

Dean Emerson, of Technology, expressed the common enthusiasm stirred by this meeting of architects, teachers and students, viewing it as a challenge to youthful curiosity. He said that opportunity can only be offered the young man, who must have the initiative to grasp it, expressing himself and his time by understanding the fundamentals of human relationship and science.

Daland Chandler said that the architects expect cooperation, vision and initiative from the young graduate, rather than a full technical knowledge; that the Society is encouraging men to establish themselves in their own communities, for their freer self expression and towards more widespread architectural betterment.

The Architectural Club's annual Wednesday lectures led off with a talk on "Design in Industry," by Walter D. Teague; November 9. Succeeding evenings are scheduled as follows:

- December 14, "Little Known Places in Italy and Sicily," with autochrome plates, by Fletcher Steele.
- January 11, to be announced.

The proceeds of these lectures are to help maintain classes, and there is no worthier or more honestly-administered architectural cause in our provinces.

The Club's Employment Bureau, at no charge, has proclaimed the continuance of its long activity, in a notice issued by Secretary Russell Brown. If you want an office boy or a head draftsman call Executive Secretary Bert Buffey at Lafayette 8765.

On November 12 occurred the Club's first Beer Night of the season, captained by Bernard A. Boisclair, with President Loring as Chief Tapman, and Robert Bellows heading a general discussion which followed a motion picture on termites. Raymond H. Bigelow of the Terminix Company of Massachusetts, amplified the ocular showing with a talk which was even better and more convincing. What an object lesson, we thought, for our chosen profession. Here were blind men, who must have the initiative to grasp it, expressing himself and his time by understanding the fundamentals of human relationship and science.

And ink, to most architects, artists, designers, engineers—all who draw—is Higgins. For the high quality, even flow and true color of Higgins American Drawing Inks, make them the preferred inks the world around. Higgins comes in waterproof and soluble blacks and in 17 brilliant waterproof colors, including white and neutral tint. Specify Higgins on your next order—and ask your dealer for one of the new Higgins Color Wheels showing Higgins Inks actually applied on drawing paper. Send to us, today, for your free copy of the new and interesting edition of Higgins Techniques.
Here’s a new designing tool for Architects...

FLUORESCENT LIGHTING
WITH NEW G-E FLUORESCENT MAZDA LAMPS

This striking modern fixture uses four exposed 20-watt Daylight Fluorescent MAZDA lamps.

Both pink and daylight Fluorescent MAZDA lamps light “Fun and Bill’s” at Glens Falls, N. Y.

Crowell Publishing Co., Springfield, O., uses 46 Daylight Fluorescent lamps in color matching.

Because these lamps are 50% cooler they lend themselves to installations where heat must be avoided.

Fluorescent lamps can be used for indirect lighting by using an inverted trough.

FLUORESCENT lighting with the new General Electric MAZDA lamps offers architects an exciting new instrument for designing commercial, industrial, and display lighting. Here’s why:

MORE LIGHT...COOLER—The new G-E Fluorescent MAZDA lamps give from 3 to 200 times more light than incandescent lamps of the same wattage and color. For the same amount of light, they are 50% cooler, and so put less burden on air cooling systems.

NEW INDOOR DAYLIGHT—The daylight Fluorescent lamp provides the closest approach to real daylight ever produced at high efficiency and low cost. With this new lamp, you can almost bring “daylight” indoors. It will be particularly useful wherever color discrimination is important.

BRILLIANT NEW COLORS—these lamps available in red, gold, pink, blue, green, and warm white, offer a wide range of decorative application for theatres, specialty shops, night clubs, displays, and many other places.

ADAPTABLE TO MODERN ARCHITECTURE—Fluorescent lamps lend themselves to most forms of modern architecture. They provide a linear distribution of light at maximum efficiency.

Mail coupon or write today for your free copy of G-E’s new illustrated booklet giving useful information about G-E Fluorescent MAZDA Lamps. General Electric Co., Dept. 166-PP, Nela Park, Cleveland, Ohio.

General Electric Co., Dept. 166-PP, Nela Park, Cleveland, Ohio.

Please send me, without obligation, your new booklet giving useful information about G-E Fluorescent MAZDA lamps.

NAME
COMPANY
STREET
CITY STATE

SEND FOR FREE BOOKLET WITH COMPLETE DATA

GENERAL ELECTRIC
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member anything. However, Mr. Lloyd's versatility reached its most recent peak when his action drawing, of the September hurricane doing a violence to works of man and nature, came within an ace of winning this year's B.A.C. Summer Sketch Prize.

That Architect Kenney Billings won the prize, sounds incidental by now, but it was through popular vote on the four best sketches culled by Hoyland Bettinger. The Second Prize went to E. Donald Robb.

One of our trade's many disastrous peculiarities is the tendency of its workers to flock together in play, rather than to forage afield for new business. Take the case of James Holden, Gordon Kunz, Douglas Gass, and T. Cranston Albro III, who make as ardent a golfing team as ever manipulated a furtive hand-mashie or used red balls on a snowy course.

Forced by a rush of football passengers to take the bridal suite on the New York boat, Ed Clancy was just peeping through the porthole to get a breath of Spectacle Island, when a cabin boy entered and left a florist's box. Our hero thought the steamship company was admitting their substantial take on bridal suites by rushing a floral offering, but he opened it to behold a bunch of celery. Although Ed is a finicky eater, the spacieous stalks tasted good to him, and he was really grateful to the fresh landlubber who had tried to be smart.

It is interesting to note that Howard Johnson's entire architectural department, from Head-man Morgan to office boy, is B.A.C. trained.

I am now investigating inaccuracies in the story about Mr. Hepburn's house, last month. The building is said to have been dated too late, and someone has laid claim to having owned a bigger and better elm tree, which also blew over. (Editor's Note: See below.)

A serious-minded young graduate is reported to have asked one of our rough-and-tumble practitioners for a job, in cultured tones. Said the latter, "Swallow that hot potato Son, I can't understand you." And the lad, with ready though hurt comprehension replied, "But sir, that's my accent."

Leon Keach

Date of House
Not 1790—but 1763

Following publication of our picture of his hurricane-struck home and ancient elm in Concord, in the last issue of Pencil Points, Andrew H. Hepburn, Architect, of Boston, kindly sent us these interesting details about those two New England landmarks:

"I was interested in reading the paragraph in Pencil Points regarding my unfortunate experience in the hurricane. The article states that my house is dated 1790. As a matter of fact, the date 1763 is carved in the granite base of the house, and the wood finish in six of the eight rooms suggests this early period. I am not now referring to the wing which is considerably older. I have been unable to find out where this date came from or who carved it. I have always believed the house pre-Revolutionary. "When we moved the tree we had a chance to count the rings which numbered 178. In other words, if the date on the house is correct, the house would be 175 years old and the tree 178 years old. We have always believed that two trees were planted, one on each side of the entrance, when the house was built and the one recently destroyed, survived. "I have just talked with Mr. Harry Little hoping that I might get some information from him regarding the date of the house, but he has no further information except that the man from whom I bought it stated definitely that investigations showed that the house had been built in 1763."
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THE FREDERICK POST CO., BOX 803, CHICAGO

THIS FIVE-IN-ONE GADGET

Acts as erasing shield, scale, protractor, template, corner guide—and costs only 50 cents, postpaid

A most useful article—this shield. It is made of stainless spring steel for long life, and combines scale and protractor with an improved erasing shield. Erasure slots of varying widths are cut radial with the corner angle, and there are circles and squares with which you can easily and accurately lay out plumbing and heating or electrical symbols, columns, etc.

Ample space on the shield keeps moist fingers on the shield where they belong, so they can't spot your tracings. The curved slot is for showing door swing. The pointed slots and cut-out corner make it easy to erase right down to a corner without disturbing the rest of your tracing.

This gadget was designed for my own personal use, but it's too good to keep! It's yours for 50c postpaid. Use handy coupon below.

F-W ERASING SHIELD

RICHARD D. WARD
843 Tatnall Street, Wilmington, Del.

I enclose $0.50, for which please send me one of your F-W Erasing Shields. I understand that you will pay postage.

Name

Address

THE FREDERICK POST CO., BOX 803, CHICAGO

DID YOU GET YOUR Symbol Chart?

There's nothing like it. 249 useful drafting symbols all on one wall chart. Your POST man has one for you FREE.

PENCIL POINTS

DECEMBER, 1938
FOR SEVEN YEARS the Data Sheets have been a regular feature of PENCIL POINTS. In this time they have attracted more than 12,000 users in all parts of the world! The Data Sheet Library is the standard architectural savior of time and temper in furnishing you brief, telegraphic facts for quick fingertip reference. Look at the wealth of valuable information listed at the left. To find complete information on just one of these subjects would cost you many times the price of the complete Library! Over 325 sheets crammed with that hard-to-locate information—to speed up working drawings and specifications. Don't be without these indispensable data any longer — fill out the coupon and mail it now for the most useful reference work you ever saw. Available at this special price for a short time only.

(Offer expires December 31st, 1938)

OVER 300 DATA SHEETS FREE

Many prominent manufacturers have had their products data-ized. Manufacturers' free sets of Data Sheets consist of information which is identical in format and method of presentation with the PENCIL POINTS series, and in a number of cases direct reading Slide Rules are available, as shown below. Many other manufacturers are having their products data-ized and will announce the availability of these sets to the readers of PENCIL POINTS in the advertising pages of the magazine. These manufacturers' Data Sheets describe basic principles in typical Don Graf de-bunked style—they contain no sales talk for the products. They are indexed to fit into the filing plan of the Data Sheet Notebook.

Do not write to Pencil Points for these manufacturers' free Data Sheets; these sets are available only from the companies who have issued them. All you have to do to obtain these free sets is to send a post card on your letter-head to the individual manufacturers and say, "Please send me your Don Graf's PENCIL POINTS Data Sheets."
CONTAINS OVER 325 USEFUL SHEETS

THE DATA SHEETS are filed in four attractive black fiber ring books with the covers stamped in silver colored metallic ink. A new feature of the Data Sheet Notebooks is the label holder on the backbone of each book, allowing you to re-allocate the sheets as the Library continues to grow — or to add more books for your own notes if you wish. The four loose-leaf books are housed in a permanent desk box. Manila index guides speed up location of facts. A subject index appears on the inside front cover of each book.
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USE THIS HANDY ORDER FORM

PENCIL POINTS, Department B, 439 West 42nd Street, New York City

Name

Address

City

State

Architect

Draftsman

I enclose herewith $6.00 (plus the sales tax, if for delivery in New York City) for

the complete Data Sheet Library, postpaid.

Please send me complete set of Data Sheets and Data Sheet Slide Rules that I can obtain free by writing to the manufacturer.
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Where Modern Materials Meet

THE VITAL ELEMENT

(Trinidad Native Lake Asphalt)

is "Right at Home"

The charming home of Mr. and Mrs. D. L. Allen, Houston, Texas, is one of the many modern houses protected with a Barber Genasco 20-year Bonded Built-Up Roof. Wirth and Calhoun, Houston, Tex., Architects.

A Barber Genasco Bonded or Standard Built-Up Roof belongs on today's modern house. For this roofing, and no other, gives your clients the age-old protection of genuine Trinidad Native Lake Asphalt — The Vital Element.

Trinidad Native Lake Roofing Asphalt performs its functions as thoroughly and efficiently as other ultra-modern materials perform theirs. It provides an unusual balance between adhesiveness and cohesiveness. It retains its ductility and self-healing properties.

So capable is this roofing asphalt of resisting the damaging effects of exposure to the weather that Barber will bond built-up roofs without requiring any additional protective surfacing.

Specify Barber Genasco Built-Up Roofings for the modern homes you design. Remember them for civic buildings, office buildings, factories and other industrial plants. In fact, insist on Barber Genasco whenever your specifications call for asphalt in any connection. Barber will be very glad to answer your inquiries about roofing and other asphalt uses on which questions arise.

BARBER ASPHALT CORPORATION
NEW YORK, N. Y. BARBER, N. J.
MADISON, ILL. CHICAGO, ILL.

Nationally advertised Barber Genasco Products, containing The Vital Element, include: Bonded and Other Types of Built-Up Roofings, Mastic Floorings, Shingles. Other Barber Asphalt Products include: Waterproofing Asphalts and Fabrics, Restorer, Reformer, Asphalt Protective Products (Plastics and Liquids), Sondrel Beams Waterproofings (Spandrel Cloth and Cement).
Hotel Victor, famed for good service, now adds the finest in floor service—with this beautiful installation of fine terrazzo.

Here is flooring that has everything: it is attractive, durable, of moderate first cost, inexpensive to maintain—the flooring you "refinish" with water and a mop! For fine terrazzo never loses its original freshness. It is made with white cement and colored marble chips that never fade, never surrender their rich beauty. Patterns in a fine terrazzo job are clean-cut. There are no blurry, ill-defined edges in even the most colorful design.

In planning terrazzo jobs, do not overlook the importance of white portland cement matrix. Only with white cement can you get exact color control, minute pattern reproduction. Only with white can you create a fine terrazzo job which you can be sure will be faithful to specifications.

And you can be sure of quality when you specify Atlas White for your terrazzo jobs. Atlas White (plain and waterproofed) is pure white. It exceeds specification requirements for portland cement strength. It assures fine terrazzo at its best. Universal Atlas Cement Co., (United States Steel Corporation Subsidiary), 135 East 42nd Street, New York.

FINE TERRAZZO SPECIFY ATLAS WHITE PORTLAND CEMENT

WRITE FOR FREE BOOKLET SHOWING 24 TRUE-COLOR SPECIMENS OF FINE TERRAZZO T-12
Beauty of design, strength of construction and ease of operation are the outstanding characteristics of all windows by General Bronze. There are types, sizes and weights to meet every condition—for residences, apartment houses, schools, institutional and monumental buildings... Consult Sweet's or write us for complete details for any installation.

GENERAL BRONZE CORPORATION
34-19 TENTH STREET . . . LONG ISLAND CITY, N.Y.
This dignified college library was designed by the firm of Moore and Hutchins, Architects, of New York, winners of the recent Goucher College Competition for selection of an architect to prepare a General Development Plan and to design One Principal Building for a new campus outside Baltimore. The library, focal point of study and instruction at the institution, was designated for detailed solution and is the dominant building of the academic group on the new campus, as proposed by the winners. This rendering by Theodore Kautzky supplemented their drawings.
The General Development Plan submitted by Moore and Hutchins and commended by the Jurors as best-fulfilling the requirements is described by the architects as expressing the conformation of the land; enhancing best points.

A schedule of the campus buildings follows: A, academic group; A1, Humanities; A2, Social Studies; A3a, Physical Sciences; A3b, Biological Sciences; A4, tower; B, library; C, administration building; D, chapel; E, auditorium; F, music; G, student union; H1, gymnasium; H2a, hockey field; H2b, volley ball courts; H2c, tennis courts; H2d, archery range; H2e, soccer field; H2f, rifle range; H2g, golf course; H2h, riding stables; H2j, boat house; I, infirmary; K, student residences; K1, central kitchen; L1, faculty residences; L2, faculty club; L3, faculty apartments; L4, garages; L5, faculty tennis courts; M, president's house; N1, power house; N2, garage and shop; N3, maintenance staff; O, outdoor theater; Q, botanical gardens.
Results of a major architectural competition—always of more than passing interest to the profession—are of special significance in the case of the recent Goucher College Competition for the selection of an architect to prepare a General Development Plan and to design One Principal Building for the institution's new campus at Towson, Maryland, outside Baltimore. From thirty-five solutions for the exacting program, submitted at the invitation of the College by prominent architects and firms in various parts of the country, the four prize designs were chosen primarily for skillful and practicable handling of the general plan.

Praised by the Jury of Award as best fulfilling all the considerations reviewed during the judgment, the designs of John C. B. Moore and Robert S. Hutchins, Architects, of New York City, won first place, a prize of $2,500, and a contract providing additional compensation as architects for further study of the development of the college. Other solutions given final ranking were by Eliel and Eero Saarinen, Bloomfield Hills, Michigan, second; Frederick G. Frost, Sr., and Frederick G. Frost, Jr., New York City, third; and John A. Thompson and Gerald A. Holmes, of Thompson, Holmes & Converse, Inc., New York City, fourth. All received cash awards.

In announcing the Competition, the College revealed that it had been decided to "make a specific study of the use of its land (421 acres) for academic and residence purposes and to determine in a general way, the size, form, and arrangement of the buildings and other improvements which will be required," with a construction program in view. The purpose of the Competition, then, was to select an architect who would complete his General Development Plan "to the end that it will properly and adequately reflect the requirements of the College and its program of education," and also "furnish the architectural services necessary to design and supervise the construction of one principal building to be designated at such time as the College may decide to proceed with its construction program." The College provided a prize fund of $7,000 for the four best designs.

It was stated in the Competition Program, after a detailed discussion of the aims and activities of Goucher College, that "emphasis should be upon the informal rather than the institutional or monumental." An expression was sought in architectural terms for "the informal atmosphere which typifies the College, while achieving beauty in the structure and arrangement and preserving the natural loveliness of the landscape."

In this connection, it is pertinent to note that the winners of the competition, in their written analysis accompanying the drawings, stated that "utilization of the advantages of the college property and preservation of its natural beauties" were controlling factors of their design. They emphasized its "flexibility, convenience, and efficiency.” They stated:

"No group of buildings as large as the one proposed by the present program is likely to be built all at one time. The plan submitted herewith is flexible enough to permit the construction of one building after another through a period of years, without injury to the effectiveness of the group during this natural process of growth. Furthermore, changing conditions and changing theories of education may require corresponding changes in the physical equipment of any College, no matter how carefully established its program. This plan can be easily adjusted to meet such needs as they arise."

The College specified its Building Requirements in the Competition Program along the following lines:

An academic group—including provision for Humanities and Social Studies in two buildings, possibly combined in one; similarly one or two buildings for Physical and Biological Sciences; a library, for which a separate section of the Program gave detailed requirements; an administration building; a chapel; a large auditorium with a theater stage; and a music school.

A student residence group—including five or six units to accommodate a resident
student body of 700 to 800, with unit dining halls served from a central kitchen.

A GYMNASIUM AND VARIOUS SPORTS AREAS.

OTHER CAMPUS BUILDINGS — including a president's house, faculty residences and a faculty club, a student union, an infirmary, and service buildings.

In their written analysis of the problem, Moore and Hutchins suggested local rubble stone for the exterior walls of the campus buildings, with cornices and simple trim of wood, or occasionally cut stone, as on the library tower. Walls could be painted with white water color paint and the roofs would be of slate. If utmost economy were dictated, brick might be substituted for the local stone without materially altering the design, in the opinion of the authors. They were careful to avoid extravagant materials, excessive heights

The design for the academic group, heart of the college and focal point of the General Plan, has as its central feature a magnificent grove of trees, and grades were unchanged there. Each building was completely designed at small scale; and studied in relation to the whole or spans, or more than minimum grading, since the buildings were designed to fit the contours. The buildings, they pointed out, "make their decorative effect through composition of volumes rather than through the use of applied decorative elements."

Of the library they designed, shown in the Competition presentation on the opposite page, Moore and Hutchins stated in part: "The library is located at the apex of the academic group, between the Humanities and Science buildings. It is intimately related to both. As in the case of the General Plan, the library has grown out of an analysis of its required functions.

"The building is arranged about the central control desks in such a manner that one person placed in charge can oversee all principal rooms and circulations, including second floor corridors, access to the stacks, and access to the garden courts. The principal rooms radiate in several directions from the center. Each room has its appropriate shape, independent of the shapes of other rooms. There are no waste spaces or superfluous volumes in the building. Any room may be enlarged or reduced."
Flexibility is a dominant characteristic of this library plan by Moore and Hutchins, as in the case of their General Development Plan for the future growth of the college.
Going "behind the scenes" in the drafting-room of Moore and Hutchins, we find the series of sketches and scale studies and drawings through which their General Plan was developed. Reading these from upper left to lower right, we see that the architects, when the first study was made, had already determined the definite areas of the college property to be used for the principal requirements of the Program. Thus, in the first charcoal sketches reproduced here we see the scheme for entrance to the campus and the relative location of the academic, student residence, faculty residence, and athletic areas unchanged.
from the original sketch to the final drawing reproduced on page 736. Buildings were shifted freely in studying the organization.

The first and second partis, rejected because of "forced formality," were useful in studying orientation and scale, and they led to the third study which was noticeably freer and closer to the land conformation. The fourth study was an attempt to give all the student residence units identical exposure and to place them at the same distance from the academic group, but the distance was seen to be too great. In the fifth study, another effort was made to fit the residence units to the site con-
tours, this time with southern exposure. In the
next study, formality disappeared. In the sev-
enth study, contours were synthesized to
straight lines and distances were reduced. In
the eighth study, formal axes were abandoned
for groups conforming to the contours.

The continuous contours along the south
sholder of the hill previously chosen as the
site of the student residence units were utilized
in the ninth study as the location of a walk to
articulate the plan. This permitted the first
definitive sketch of the entire plot, shown here
as the tenth study although actually many
others were made in solving the problem.

Now the buildings and major elements of
the plan appear much as they do in the final
drawing, with exception of the chapel and
student union, for the location of which the
further studies shown on the opposite page
were made. At this point, competitors were
notified that there was not sufficient water on
the site to fill a lake to the south of the college
buildings, and this feature was no longer in-
cluded by Moore and Hutchins.

The careful consideration given the various
factors above-mentioned is reflected by the
report of the Jury of Award, which was com-
posed of Dean Everett V. Meeks, of the School
of Fine Arts, Yale University, Chairman; John
A. Holabird, Architect, Chicago; Gilmore D.
Clark, Landscape Architect, New York;
David A. Robertson, President of Goucher
College; and Professor Clinton I. Winslow,
Chairman of the Faculty Planning Commit-
tee. To an Advisory Board composed of Rich-
mont H. Shreve, Architect, New York City,
and James R. Edmunds, Jr., Architect, and
Edward L. Palmer, Jr., Architect, both of Bal-
timore, the jurors reported:

"The Jury met at 9:30 A.M., Tuesday, October 11, 1938, all
members being present. They received the report to the Jury of
the Architectural Adviser with regard to the mandatory require-
ments of the Program. The Architectural Adviser reported that all
thirty-five sets of drawings complied with the mandatory require-
ments and the Jury satisfied itself of the accuracy of this report.
All thirty-five sets of drawings were, therefore, considered in the
judgment. The Jury had studied and was familiar, in detail, with
the Program and subsequent modifications which had been made
through communications between the competitors and the Archi-
tectural Adviser.

"The Jury, together with the Architectural Adviser, then visited
the site, going over the property carefully and in detail. They
then returned for the first examination of the drawings and went
over all the submissions carefully, one by one.

"The Jury met again in the afternoon of Tuesday, October 11,
and spent the entire afternoon in a detailed examination of the
various submissions. Certain eliminations were made and a tentative
classification was arrived at for the remaining sets of drawings.
The Jury then adjourned to reconvene the following day in ac-
cordance with the requirement of the Program.

"The Jury reconvened at 9:00 A.M., Wednesday, October 12,
1938, at which time they re-examined each of the thirty-five sets
of drawings submitted and arrived at a classification of the four
sets of drawings which they considered outstanding. These were
again re-examined, in detail, and as a result of secret ballots, sub-
mersion Number 11 was placed first, and was declared the winner
of the Competition. Submission Number 15 was placed second;
Number 25 was placed third; and Number 28 was placed fourth.

"In making the award, great stress was laid upon the general
plan which was considered in each case, in detail, from the point
of view of the use of the site and the development and inter-
relation of the various features, notably the academic group, the
dormitory group, the recreation group, and the faculty group.
Proper stress was given to the development, in detail, of the Library,
as called for in the Program, and careful consideration was given
to the element of architectural character, in accordance with the
educational program of the College, as outlined in the Architectural
Program. It was felt that submission Number 15 best fulfilled all
these considerations and the classification of the other submissions
was made in accordance with these same considerations."
In a further series of studies of the organization of various buildings of the academic group and of the relation of that group to other parts of the campus, the authors of the first prize solution sought to develop an entrance which would lead directly to the buildings most frequented by the public; namely, the auditorium and administration building. An effort also was made to determine the proper location for the chapel and the student union; to improve the residence quadrangles; and to arrive at a better organization of the various building groups, with definition of the relative sizes and true dimensions. The library was already taking shape, in anticipation of its further detailed development. Sketches at the top of the page show unsuccessful attempts to knit together the academic and residence groups into one composition.

With the sixteenth sketch shown, Moore and Hutchins devised a triangular form for the academic group, with an intersecting arc at the front consisting of a curved esplanade connecting the auditorium and the chapel. These forms are distinctive of the final solution. In proceeding to the definite location of the various principal buildings, including the chapel and the student union, a number of refinements were introduced. One of the most effective of these is the offset in the long axis from the library, breaking the vista to the residence group which might have seemed tedious and excessive. The carefully-studied sketch at the bottom of the page was the basis of the final competition drawings of the plan.

The articulation of the various units of the campus plan was determined by this series of further studies of the buildings of the academic group.
With the scheme for the library already substantially established by its relation to adjacent buildings in the general plan, and by the library requirements specified in detail by the Competition Program, Moore and Hutchins formulated their first library sketch, at left, and located the principal rooms as shown. The stacks, from the very first, were placed on the outside and at the rear to permit subsequent expansion without harmful alterations to the design. This plan then was redrawn, using a module of four-foot units to determine approximate dimensions, and an elevation was made, from which it was apparent that the central mass was too large to roof satisfactorily and too low to be visible. With these difficulties in mind, the study was continued in sketches reproduced on the opposite page, developing a better position for the reference room, and clerestory lighting for the circulation desk. The different locations of the science room indicate the care given these sketches. The room sizes were progressively altered in order to fulfill requirements of the Program.

In the final sketches on page 746, made at intermediate scale, we find roofs definitively organized without flat areas, excepting the usable terrace over the card catalog room, overlooking the restful southwest garden court.
Revision of the library plan to re-shape the central mass, at first too bulky; front tower too insignificant; principal rooms placed in various positions during study.
The design developed from the preliminary studies was here drawn at ⅝-inch scale, and studied in detail preparatory to increase to final scale and transfer to final competition drawings.
The General Plans of the other solutions given final ranking in the Competition are shown together here, for comparison of the various arrangements of the component campus groups required by the Program. In the second prize design by Eliel and Eero Saarinen, at the right, the academic, student residence, faculty residence, athletic areas, and service buildings occupy relative locations similar to the general lay-out of the Moore and Hutchins design. The plan is much more rectilinear in treatment, however, and the designers retained the lake near the entrance, foreseeing that water pumped over the knoll occupied by the academic group for the reflecting pool before the library, could then be emptied into the lake. Other Saarinen drawings are shown over-page.

Departing from the Program's suggestions of "informal character and atmosphere" the third prize design, lower left, by Frederick G. Frost, Sr., and Frederick G. Frost, Jr., and the fourth prize design, lower right, by John A. Thompson and Gerald A. Holmes, both featured formal axes at right angles through the same portions of the site where the other plans were disposed to conform to the contours. Faculty and student residences are grouped almost together, to the left and above the academic group in the third prize design, with the athletic area to the right. In the fourth prize design, only student residences are to the left and above the central academic group, with faculty residences at lower right and the athletic areas at upper right. Other drawings of the third and fourth prize winners are reproduced, for comparison, on page 750.
Five Drawings of the Second Prize Design by Eiel and Eero Saarinen, here and on opposite page
These drawings by Frederick G. Frost, Sr., and Frederick G. Frost, Jr., present the library elevation, plan and section, and a study of the academic center of their third prize solution.

The library elevation, section and plan, and the campus academic center shown here are from the fourth prize design, submitted by John A. Thompson and Gerald A. Holmes.
Editor’s Note:—Reminiscences and rare anecdotes of a by-gone era in American architectural practice are continued by Hubert Ripley, veteran Boston architect, in this fifth chapter of his Chronicles. Previous installments have appeared in the October and December, 1937, issues and in the March and August issues, this year.

Shortly after the New Year, 1892, I left St. Louis and returned to Boston, fortunately finding a job with Chapman and Frazer at $25.00 a week. It was one of the smaller offices, located in the upper stories of the Fiske Building in State Street. Mr. Chapman was a genial, scholarly gentleman of cultural tastes and prepossessing personality. He lunched at the Tiffin Club across the street, most every day and used to entertain clients there on occasion. The meals must have been exceptional, for one morning about lunch time, a director of the New Bedford Savings Bank called to look over the drawings of their new building and seemed disappointed at not finding Mr. Chapman in. “I’m sorry to miss him,” said the director, “I’d hoped he might take me for lunch at the Tiffany Club.”

There was a small but choice library in the office, beautifully bound volumes containing many copper plate engravings, lithographs and aquatints. I remember particularly poring over a magnificent folio of Charles Garnier’s monograph on the Paris Opera House with hundreds of illustrations, many of them printed in full color and gold leaf. Chapman had studied abroad and brought back most of his books from Paris and London. He was an oldish man, twice my age or more, while Frazer was a mere child of 30 or so. Chapman’s health wasn’t any too good—he died a few years later—but he never mentioned his ailments to anyone, and remained smiling and cheerful as long as I knew him.

Horace Frazer was an extremely clever architect whose forte was house design. During a long and honorable career, he designed literally hundreds of houses. They were good houses too, well-planned, well-built, distinctive, ranging in cost from three or four thousand dollars up to (in later years) the hundred thousands. From Maine to Florida you’ll find them, for his works were “copied right and left by men of great sophistry.” I always thought it a fine thing that the original firm name, Chapman and Frazer, was retained, a tribute to the sterling character of both men. In fact, although Frazer died in 1931, George (Uncle George) Bosworth, Frazer’s right-hand man for nearly 40 years and a partner for 25, still carries on under the old name.

When I joined the office, their biggest job was a bank and office building in New Bedford. It was a pleasant-mannered brick building of four or five stories, the street façade embellished with a row of Doric imposts carrying arches in the top story, as was then the vogue. I made a number of scale details and most of the full sizes, consulting “Kinross” liberally. Among the fellers in the office were Will Dudley, afterwards lieutenant-colonel of the Newton Constabulary during the World War; Jimmy Cavanaugh, fat and jolly; Harry Russell, a fine musician who could play “Beethoven’s Moonlight Sonata” without notes; Julian Buckley, whose photographs lent distinction to the “White Pine Monographs”; and one or two others, temporary men to help out when we had a spell of tracing. Working drawings were made on heavy white paper and traced in ink on cloth by “tracers” who were paid about 30 cents an hour. These men went from office to office as their services were needed, and were really quite skillful. They averaged $12 or $15 a week and led a carefree if somewhat precarious existence. We used to call them, jocularly, “Peruvian Inkars,” which was considered a rare bon mot.

The typical Chapman and Frazer house of those days was covered with stained shingles, and always had a gambrel roof and one or more “wings,” usually at an angle of 30 degrees. The shingles were just ordinary red cedar with modest butts, dipped in Cabot’s or Dexter Brothers’ (or equal) English Shingle stain. Most architects used shingles in the ‘90’s
but nobody thought of painting them white until years later. A sizable house for a well-to-do family always had a large Living Room with inglenook, finished in oak, stained, filled, shellacked and rubbed down in wax; the Dining Room in California redwood; and the Billiard Room in poplar, stained dark green. In addition there was a Reception Room painted cream white, ten coats, each rubbed down smoothly, the last two coats in egg-shell gloss. Nobody ever used this room, so its rose curtains and blue damask upholstery and enamel paint were always immaculate. The Hall was either mahogany or English oak and had an unused fireplace with polished brass andirons topped by eight-inch balls. On the second floor, five or six largish Bedrooms and sometimes as many as two Master’s Bathrooms. Deep porches shut out most of the sun from the ground floor, except in the Kitchen, which was then the pleasantest room in the house. If the client would stand for it, we’d give him a Library, which was somewhat of a problem, because as every room had to be finished in a different wood, most of the varieties had been used up and only bird’s-eye maple and white mahogany were left.

I worked on a number of such houses until, as the months passed, business began to slow down, and Frazer to wonder where the next job was coming from. So did I. However, we made sketches for a number of different types of houses with no definite idea where they might be built or who would want them. One of these was a large Jacobean house in brick and limestone, inspired from long poring over "Nash’s Mansions." A year or two later I learned that Frazer showed the sketch to a man who actually liked it enough to build it. It seemed grand to be back in Boston after nearly two years’ absence and see the old crowd and a number of new faces as well. The Architectural Club had recently moved to Tremont Place and was seething with activity. It held a big exhibition every winter, besides minor exhibitions once a month or so. The classes in design, water color, modelling, and lectures and causeries with noted artists, and pipe and beer nights were all well-attended. We worked hard and played hard. It was great fun all the time, for a considerable number of the older men joined in our play and work. The Entertainment Committee, recognizing the importance of its function, provided plenty of amusement at a minimum expense. We always had a half-barrel of beer and became expert in the driving of spigots. Usually there was Welsh Rabbit and sometimes clam chowder, which Eddie Hoyt cooked in a big iron kettle hung from a crane in the open fireplace. Charlie Patch played the piano like a virtuoso and Sanford Phipps sang "In Old Madrid" and "Mighty Lak a Rose." Late in the evening, after the crowd thinned out, Jordy Wull danced his Highland fling while Sody played "The Campbells Are Coming."

The Club occupied the upper part of an old brick house, and very comfortable quarters they were for ten years or so. The top floor was low-studded and a small group of club members hired it for a paltry sum, subletting one tiny room to a photographer. This photographer’s name was Eric Ellis Soder-
boltz. He also was an architectural draftsman, an electrician, a chemist, a metal worker, and (later) a designer and manufacturer of concrete garden pottery and accessories, a student of Early Americana, and a musician of parts. Only recently during a visit to Boston from his home in West Gouldsboro, Maine, he seemed well and sprightly, a little older looking perhaps, but still the same Sody, one of the most delightfully amusing chaps I’ve ever known, his wealth of anecdote and Viking spirit still unquenchable.

Draftsmen out of a job made the Architectural Club their headquarters. There they browsed amongst the magazines, wrote letters, and studied for the classes. I don’t know with whom the idea originated: Isaac Watts (1674-1748) says, “For Satan finds some mischief still for idle hands to do,” and surely the tutor of Stoke-Newington should know. Anyhow, a few of the unemployed founded “The Poor Draftsman’s Saturday Night Club” on Christmas Eve, 1893. This was the first night club I ever attended. Its membership was always kept at thirteen, and its quarters were in the upper story under the leads. Bob Andrews called it “a wheel within a wheel,” which summed up the matter admirably. Harold Magonigle alludes to the P.D.’s (abbreviation of “Poor Draftsman”) in his “Fifty Years” and says we were as merry a rollicking band of graceless scape-goats as he’d ever met. We liked Harold too, and the only reason he was not made a member was that at the time he was working night and day for the Rotch Scholarship, which he shortly won, and Boston saw him no more.

The original thirteen members and the names they were christened at their installation were: Soderboltz, “Garnier Frères”; George Will, “Andrea Sangallo”; Tim Walsh, “Bramante”; Dan Kearns, “Viollet le Duc”; Charlie Dana, “Sir Christopher Wren”; Henry Pennell, “Piranesi”; Eddie Hoyt, “Vitruvius”; Harry Pratt, “Inigo Jones”; Eddie Crane, “Vignola”; Harry Hayward, “Mike Angelo”; Matthew Sullivan, “Ch. Bullfinch”; Eddie Maher, “Brian Boru” (because his whiskers were red and his eyes were so blue); and I was christened “Ictinus.”

Each member had a theme song, specially written, composed, and dedicated to him, and there was an immense amount of singing and beer-drinking during the symposia. Our best song, the joint effort of Viollet le Duc, Garnier Frères, and Inigo Jones, as I recall, was the P.D. hymn (the chorus of which was sung to the tune of “Ilean Allana”) entitled
"The Bock Beer of Springtime." It began with a recitative:

"In the Spring a richer color
Comes upon the festive brew,
In the Spring the wanton draftsman
Casts about for something new,
In the Spring his purse is fuller
For his overcoat's in hock,
In the Spring the young man's fancy
Lightly turns to thoughts of Bock!"

It's wonderful how much fun you can have for very little money when you're young. We bought our beer by the keg, a ten-gallon keg cost $2.00 and that figured about 1 1/4 cents a glass. We brought our food from the market and cooked it in the fireplace—steaks, chops, stews, chowders, shell-fish. We lived well. Sometimes when it got too late to go home, we'd sleep downstairs on the long cushioned seats, rolled up in the chenille portieres.

Once a month, each member in rotation serving as president laid out the programme for his term of office. We could hardly wait for our first annual dinner so held it in Principio, shortly after organizing. We selected "Mieusset's" where they served an excellent table d'hôte, vin compris, for 75 cents. That was what we had, but at each plate stood a beautifully printed menu, comprising the choicest, most exotic dishes and rare wines, an Epicure's dream. Even old Papa Mieusset was amazed. Six months later when the second annual dinner was planned—time means nothing to youth—and we approached Mieusset for a reservation, there was a steely gleam in the old man's eye, his voice trembled a little and lacked its usual hearty ring as he said, "Ah-ah! O! la-la! The P.D.'s! Yes, I remember! I give you boys a room down in the basement this time!"

The recollection of that dinner is still vivid. There were two invited guests, whose names are now practically household words among gatherings of the dilettanti. One guest hailed from Cincinatti—though his home has been in Boston for the last 40 years—the other from Saint Louis. At the time they were both gentle springalds, serving their novitiate in the Hub. They had never attended a P.D. function before and were a little over-enthusiastic in the preliminary stages.

The Missourian, who sat next to me, opened the conversation by saying, "If you feel I'm talking too much, just give me a nudge and I'll quiet right down." The meal had barely started when the first nudge came. Pretty soon he was standing erect, wine glass on high, exhorting the company to "come on!" We didn't quite get his drift and tried to soothe him with soft words. No avail. In a minute he was standing precariously on top of the table, which was not sufficiently sturdy and gave way. We picked him up and put him together again, but it was no use, so finally we had to hang him out the window and sit on him to keep him quiet. Shortly he faded out of the scene and the remainder of the dinner pro-
ceeded orderly enough, speaking by and large.

While the debris was being removed, four of us, one at each corner, picked him up and bore him on our shoulders upstairs, singing "Dans le Prison de Nantes, la haut! la haut!" looking for a place to park him. Mistaking the waiter's directions, we entered a private dining room where a partie carrée was in progress. Two young couples were greatly surprised and a bit upset when four pallbearers singing a dirge, suddenly thrust an unconscious form, feet foremost into the midst of their sole Colbert. The ladies uttered well-modulated cries of alarm. We backed out, politely apologizing for the intrusion, eventually depositing our unconscious burden in the right room. When the party was over, the Ohioan went up to see how his friend was getting on. He found him sitting on the edge of a bed, evidently aroused by the opening of the door. He looked up brightly and said, "Hullo! Pritch, where's all the boys?"

While the P.D.'s organized principally for relaxation, they did a little work now and then; one or two Beaux-Arts competitions and a little research in Early Americana. Nevertheless, their amiable failings were short-lived. For a while the "Club" continued to function but after a few happy years it began gently to disintegrate. Sody made a long visit to Charleston and Savannah in search of material for another monograph; Pratt and Sullivan joined Charley Maginnis in a European tour; Crane emigrated to Washington; Harry Hayward became an insurance magnate; and Henry Pennell won the Rotch Travelling Scholarship.

The P.D.'s always considered themselves loyal members of the Architectural Club, their principal object—the stimulation of amusement in the parent organization. As such it served the useful purpose of a balance wheel, and was so recognized by the more serious-minded. As the P.D. poet expresses it, their rooms were a place where—

"Freed from the fret of Routine's slavish toil,
They meet once more in Freedom's jollity.
No thought of care comes now to spoil
The merry jest, the gay frivolity."*


VETERAN BOSTON ARCHITECT, author of Boston Dry Points, Olympic Dust, Men of Danube (qui profundum Danubium bibent), The Golden Cockerel, and other tales, from a tintype taken in 1843 when a student of the Rhodes Travelling Scholarship. In collaboration with Dr. Fellows he is at present engaged in writing a short history of the Society for the Prevention of New England Iniquities. This will be their magnum opus. "Si queris monumentum, circumspice!" observes the Doctor in his quaint patois. His verse includes; Ballade of Astarte's Tarts, in collaboration with Jack (Mixed Grill) Forknall*, Euphrosyne's Knee and Other Lyrics, etc. etc. etc.

* A fragment, translated from the Cuneiform.
In front of Dwight James Baum's Shelter Building at the New York World's Fair 1939 are these two sculptural groups by Gaetano Cecere, the one representing "American Manhood" and the other "American Womanhood"
The figures, as executed in plaster and stationed in front of the Shelter Building, are approximately twice life size. Cecere is an alumnus of The American Academy in Rome and carries on the classic tradition of sculpture.
In developing a waterfront plot of less than one acre for intensive use eight months of the year, the problem was to provide liberal space for all suggested activities, with integration of elements assured through proper orientation of the various rooms with relation to the outdoor planning. Plant and architectural forms were treated organically, giving the design direction and movement and also expressing the affinity with the outside world. Interesting are the cantilevered arbor, visible below, and the glass fabric curtains indicated in the working model, above, to provide temporary privacy when desired along the beach margin.
INTEGRATION

DESIGN EXPRESSES THE CONTINUITY OF LIVING

BY JAMES C. ROSE

All the sins in design have not been committed by Landscape Architects. They really haven't done much harm, except in schools, since the average business man has stopped paying for the prestige of an Italian garden. Let us show compassion.

Landscape design exists in an isolated world of never-changing aestheticism. It is built on the nobility of classicism, where present-day work sits like a Byzantine capital decorating the top of a Doric column. Here, undisturbed by the hurly burly of life, the landscaper rehashes ancient "things of beauty" which he imagines will, with minor adjustments, remain a "joy forever." Let us not disturb him. He is building. Soon he will find himself projected on his Doric column to the exact position in space where even gravity will not claim him.

Architects have sinned more progressively. They have built a kind of scenic railway in design where anyone may get a thrill who takes the ride, but after a few nostalgic moments, the passenger is delivered to precisely the point where he got on, and whence he continues the haphazardry of his existence. With a few notable exceptions, architects have made no attempt to express any human experience outside the walls of a building. Houses are now, more than ever, designed as a special entity, wrapped in a package, and delivered to the public. No matter how closely they may resemble a "machine for living," they are still an objet d'art, and as such, may provide a momentary thrill and eventually become interesting to collectors, but at present, they have little relation to the rest of the world in which living also occurs.

Isn't it a little inconsistent, and perhaps unfair, to expect a Twentieth Century individual to step out of a stream-lined automobile, and then flounder through a Rousseauian wilderness until he reaches a "machine for living"? We cannot confine living, which is a process, to little segregated compartments that end at the edge of the nearest terrace where we are again asked to adjust ourselves to what, in its highest form, becomes an Eighteenth Century landscape painting.

II

The most justified criticism of any pioneer attempt or existing condition is its remoteness from the human equation. Certainly best and strongest of all human urges is the desire, however frustrated it may show itself at times, of individuals to link themselves with a larger social and universal consciousness. Any attempt to pigeon-hole activity in little entities of design is doomed to failure because it does not fulfil this human equation.

The economic and industrial value of standardization in building is valid, but the infinity of uses and variety of local conditions make the complete factory house impracticable. The standardization of individual units, however, reduces cost through mass production and contributes to freedom in design arrangement so that a building can be adapted to its specific uses and local conditions without depriving individuals of physical contact with the outside world. As buildings become part of the communal actualities of our lives, they gain in social significance and meaning, and we, as builders, have made design an expression of contemporary life.

III

A small mind requires separate entities, because they are easily understood; but an entity, however brilliant, has no fate but oblivion. Being complete in itself, it forms no integral part of our evolution. The so-called "practical" mind can be convinced only by figures on a stock exchange report. It sees only in terms of the sales value of a new model, and, like Mrs. Warren, will do anything for temporary profit regardless of the social deterioration or private repugnance involved. Under the guise of a false and ephemeral practicality, which is not always as inescapable as we imagine, this mentality repeats its forlorn performance in the self-appointed role as vic-
In the approach to this attractive house, Rose has sought an integration of the driveway, parking area, garage, and service area in less space than that required by the usual forecourt of traditional designs. Even in the working model, the movement and direction resultant from his characteristic use of materials are apparent. The house is an integral part of the entire scheme; not separated from the "outside" but an area intimately unified

The truly modern mind accepts the human equation in design and the need of individual integration with a larger spatial and social conception. There is no sound economic argument against this point of view. Actually, cost is the best argument for more expansive integration. The old-time house with a garden tacked on has passed from contemporary thought in design not only because it was cumbersome and tedious, but also because to build in segregated compartments requires more space and maintenance for the same amount of living.

IV

The fragmentary rather than completeness is a larger conception in design, and finds its place better in the Twentieth Century scheme. We cannot go back to the days when the ancestral home provided a setting for generations of continuous family life. With the changed tempo of industrial and social adjustments it would be an escape, but no solution to the problem. Nor can we build for eternity or foretell the needs of future progress. There is really no beginning and no ending in the pattern of evolution. There is no definite boundary to the influence of man upon the times or times upon the man. Why should we try to preserve in design an artificiality which does not exist in our lives? The problem for us today is to bring together the dangling, unrelated elements which affect our lives. The greatest service of art lies not in producing isolated objects on the end of a Doric column or momentary thrills on a scenic railway, but in endowing the common actualities with form and arrangement to express Twentieth Century life and individual affinity to a social and universal quality. We can do this profitably by forgetting the mean, little, professional boundaries which we have inherited from the stagnant era, and developing continuity in our environment expressive of Twentieth Century communal needs.

The economy of area which distinguishes this plan by Rose is apparent when the general lay-out is studied. Segregated, the same units would require several acres.
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CONTEMPORARY ARCHITECTURAL SCULPTURE IN AMERICA

BY TALBOT F. HAMLIN

The sudden revival of architectural sculpture in America during the last few years is one of the most extraordinary facts in the current architectural scene. When the necessity for adequate sculptural decoration of even our low-cost housing developments has become an accepted fact, as it has recently in this country—for example, in Harlem River Homes and the new Queensbridge and Red Hook developments in New York,—then truly we may be sure that a new era in the close relationship of the two arts has begun. The United States Government perhaps started the movement through its practice of setting aside for decorative sculpture a certain proportion of the money expended on government buildings. Then, the existence of the Federal Art Project as a relief organization made possible a wide distribution of sculpture, such as had never been the case in America before. Yet, behind these immediate causes, there is perhaps another deeper reason—a growing sense that, if art is to be truly "of, by, and for the people," our large-scale architecture must necessarily be humanized as only sculpture can humanize it.

What is architectural sculpture? In a sense, all sculpture in and about buildings is architectural sculpture; yet, in another more accurate sense, we may restrict the term to that sculpture which is definitely and integrally a part of a building. In this sense, architectural sculpture has been an important factor in many of the world's richest artistic cultures, and from time to time there have been special flowerings which have shown that buildings with sculpture are somehow nobler and more lovable than buildings without, and that, on the other hand, sculpture never achieves its greatest dignity, its greatest power over the human mind and imagination, until it has become an integral part of building composition. Such a flowering occurred in Egypt, where the great masses of the temples would seem overpowering and inhuman without their surface decoration of magnificent bas relief. Such a flowering occurred in Greece, where again the Doric temple composition, lovely as it was in line, remained always incomplete until its pediments were filled with their great and superhuman figures and its triglyphs carved with skilful reliefs. A third flowering was the great integration of sculpture and architecture in the best Gothic art. All three of these cultures produced much sculpture that was free-standing and movable, yet it would seem that even the excellence of these single pieces owed much to the discipline, the form sense, the solidity which came originally and essentially in each case from the close relation of the two arts. All three cultures seem to show that sculpture needs architecture, and that architecture needs sculpture.

We may be seeing now the beginning of another such flowering. The great size, the mechanical regularity, the plain clear surfaces, which result from modern building needs and technics, frequently, though of course not always, tend to produce buildings that are stark and without human scale, impressive but without the warmth that somehow we seem to need. To bring such buildings into closer relation to those who see them, to make them somehow integral parts of our human environment—things that interest, excite, and delight us—nothing is more effectual than good architectural sculpture. Some of us may go even further and say that the simple directness of the best contemporary architecture is an opportunity for the sculptor that has not existed for generations, and that architectural sculpture as good as the best of these buildings would make even the greatest of them greater.

Architectural sculpture is so new with us, in this vital and integral sense, that it is not strange to find little unanimity of opinion as
Sculpture at Harlem River Homes was by Heinz Warneke, who worked closely with the architects, Archibald M. Brown and Associates. Below, the strong, majestic figures by Lee Lawrie which adorn Bertram Goodhue's Nebraska Capitol to what it should be. In the recent past the sculpture which we have used on buildings has too frequently been mere architectural bric-a-brac added to something already complete, as we might put a vase on a mantelpiece. Like the vase on the mantelpiece, it may add to the humanity of the building, and the best of it undoubtedly has done something to keep alive, during barren years, at least the dream of great architectural sculpture. Yet in general, like most bric-a-brac, it has been too often a mere cluttering, from which one can learn little about either sculpture or architecture, and certainly there is in it nothing of that integration achieved in Egypt or Greece or mediaeval France. The time, therefore, seems appropriate for at least a preliminary investigation, a first attempt at definition, a setting down of at least one person's belief about architectural sculpture, if only as a starting point for further examination and deeper criticism.

First of all, there seem to have been in the past two different types of architectural sculpture, represented most simply by the Greek and Gothic versions. According to the Greek version, architectural sculpture is sculpture, frequently free-standing, and in the round, placed in a strong architectural framework, which requires the sculpture it enframes just as the sculpture gains its complete meaning only within that frame. In the Gothic system, the relation is an even more integrated one; in the best of it the sculpture itself seems to become an actual part of the architecture, indistinguishable from it, so that in such a creation as the west doors of Chartres or the Porte de la Vierge in Paris it is literally impossible to say, "This is architecture and that is sculpture," for each is both.

Our own building methods seem to lead us inevitably towards the first type; our whole building technique seems to necessitate the placing or the carving of sculptural features after the structure is completed. There are a few exceptional examples of the other technique, especially in the work of that extraordinary team of Bertram Goodhue and Lee Lawrie, which produced so much that seems to have been greater than the single work of either man. Thus the Nebraska State Capitol, in its famous bison entrance-stair pylons and its majestic figures of the lawgivers, which grow so surely and with such magnificent dignity from the stones of the courtroom façade, is as pure a reflection of the Gothic type of relation as the 20th century has produced. Similarly too, in some of the decorative work of the Goodhue church interiors,
something of the same perfect integration of sculptural form flowing from and coalescing with structural form can be found. Yet these examples are rare, and the high difficulty of achieving this sense of single oneness may be seen in the disastrous results of unskilled imitations of this apparently simple marriage of sculpture and architecture, in the inept copying of non-essentials and the frequent absurdity of the results. It takes more than figures growing out of a pylon, with their lower parts uncarved, to make architectural sculpture.

The first method, the Greek system, is difficult too—perhaps even more difficult, because so deceptively easy. Applied architectural sculpture may be great, as the Greek was, or it may be as ineffectual as a cheap chromo, even in a good frame.

For what purpose does architectural sculpture exist? If we find the right answer to this question, we may be able to help in the solution of the difficulties of the whole problem. It is easy to say, "to make architecture more beautiful"; but today ideas of beauty vary so widely that we must analyze more deeply. Sculpture must make architecture more beautiful by making it more interesting and more humane, by impressing upon it the stamp of human aspiration and human creation—in other words, by making it live, giving to it some spark of human life and feeling. The requirement is double; it entails both form and content (if we may be forgiven for speaking of them as two separate things, rather than as two aspects of the same thing). It is impossible to say which is the more important, for here again tastes differ widely—the formalists generally preferring the form aspect, to the disregard of content; the propagandists going to the other extreme. I think we may accept the concept that great sculpture is great content in great form.

The recent competition for a large bronze panel to go over the door of the Associated Press Building gives additional point to this whole problem, and the mass of reliefs submitted showed a most unfortunate division: those sculptors who seemed to have the best knowledge of the real decorative essentials of the problem often presented compositions whose content was banal or absurd; and those, on the other hand, with some creative idea of how the news might be symbolized, and with "something to say," all too frequently seemed to lack the first glimmerings of a sense of the fact that this panel was for a definite location in a definite building and was at monumental scale.

Thus, one of the most interesting of the designs from a purely decorative standpoint—from the point of view of balance of light and shade, of general scale sense, of the projection of the relief, of a realization of its position over a band of doors, so that its whole framework must somehow appear strong and self-supporting—was the composition of Durenceau, with its great winged figure and its finer details beneath. The relief is to be set back from the face of a wall which will receive little if any sun, and where the light is bound to be diffused and reflected from all sides. Durenceau has realized this and his forms are bold, with deep sharp shadow patterns and suave surfaces of sufficient projection to count in this diffused and relief-killing light. The balance of scale between the smaller and the larger figures is excellent and tends to make the whole seem the monumental thing it should be. It is significant that this design alone was presented in a complete scale model showing the doors and the recess. Yet, granted all this, the content of the whole is so without meaning, at least on a cursory observation, its symbolism so forced, that despite its decorative brilliance it was in no sense an answer to the problem.

The three horizontally floating figures of Sculpture by André Durenceau, submitted in competition for a bronze panel to go over entrance to Associated Press Building, Rockefeller Center. Not premiated
Gwen Lux show a similar appreciation of at least the basic decorative and architectural problems. The band of faces beneath form a strong symbolic lintel; the general horizontal lines above, with the arms forming an intricate connecting pattern, carry out this feeling. The relief is sufficiently bold, although delicate, and is further reinforced by a difference of color between the background and the figures; the whole would "count." But here again the symbolism carries no conviction; the content is empty; and, although inscriptions tell us that the three figures represent news by air, water, and earth, our imaginations remain untouched, and despite its clever stylizations the whole seems frivolous and unreal. The judges were probably bothered by this apparent conflict between the decorative designs without meaning and the meaningful designs without decorative sense, and were finally forced to deny consideration to many excellently composed designs, which in execution would have undoubtedly made the building "beautiful," but which also might have made it stupid or even laughable.

One of the possible decorative solutions for this problem is, of course, the richly textured all-over pattern, which brings up at once difficult problems of relief and of scale. The best of these, done by John Tatschl, was given the second prize. Forceful in relief, rich and interesting in content, as a panel by itself interesting in composition, it still has one basic and irremedial error for its particular position—the fact that its movement is constantly down in the center and up at the sides, a movement emphasized by every figure and accessory in the composition, by the lines of the presses, the typewriters, and the newsboys' papers, so that the lintel quality which should exist to give it stability in its architectural position is utterly destroyed and the whole over the broad opening of the doors would tend to give the effect of a constant and, what is more, a growing sagging, since the lines towards the bottom are more inclined than those at the top. This is an especial matter of regret, for the rhythmic repetition of units and the tight-packed richness of the whole undoubtedly have that human value which is an essential part of good decoration.

Mr. Fleri's third prize design is excellent from the architectural point of view, the simple spotting of its figures on conventionalized projecting masses interesting and dynamic, and the figures themselves well posed and effectively massed. Yet here again the content element lacks the human richness desirable, and one wonders exactly what the
semi-nude female, pierced by lightning bolts from thunder clouds and under what appears to be a rainbow, is supposed to represent. Is she the News, or the Spirit of America? The man at the right, with the flames coming out at his heels, what is he? To the ordinary person, the relation of much of this to the assigned subject and to the purpose of the building — to house the Associated Press — is so tenuous as to be almost non-existent, and the person entering or passing the building would be tempted to say, "Just another piece of sculpture!"

Perhaps the winning design has gone too far in the other direction, but one is sure that, confronted by Mr. Noguchi's group, the passer-by will get its message instantly. It has an extraordinary dynamic and yet compact unity, and, besides its obvious figures, the whole has the feeling of static, anticipatory excitement which is precisely that of one waiting for news. Its close, bold massing, full of rhythmic lines and balanced planes, all tell the same story. Its scale is colossal and its projection perhaps over-bold; there is something slightly frightening about the way the great lower figure with the telephone bears down upon the people who will enter beneath it. From the purely decorative point of view, the design as yet is far from perfect and the spaces around the group out of balance and empty. One feels that the sculptor himself must have sensed this, because of the meaningless incised cross in the upper right corner and the contorted small figure at the bottom below it; both seem extraneous and put in because of this feeling of something missing. However, there is an opportunity for further study, at the large scale, which may reveal many other details which need to be modified before execution. Of the vitality, the effectiveness of the simplified planes, there can be no question.

It is remarkable how little architectural sculpture there is visible in the streets of New York. The two bold yet delicate reliefs, by René Chambellan, that flank the façade of the Bonwit-Teller Building, stand out all the more strongly because of their rarity. It is interesting to note how much vitality they give to this excellent front, how strongly they count in the pattern of the whole, although perhaps seldom consciously perceived. Their effectiveness would seem to suggest almost endless possibilities for further development and for a richer texturing of larger areas in similar buildings. There is but one criticism of them from the purely architectural point of view—the fact that they are so far above the eye, placed there doubtless because they looked...
Above, two sculptural panels by René Chambellan, placed high on the Bonwit-Teller store building on Fifth Avenue, New York. Warren and Wetmore were the original architects for this building. Ely Jacques Kahn remodeled the façade some time ago but retained the sculptures as a part of his revised design. Below is a view of a corner of the Bronx County Court House showing the lower frieze by Charles Keck alluded to in the text. Joseph Freedlander was the architect, with whom Keck and several other sculptors collaborated well there in elevation. Ruskin long ago claimed that the place for architectural sculpture was close to the eye level, and cited the Gothic porches as examples. It is hard to see wherein he was wrong; yet again and again, because of the deceitful suggestion of elevation drawings, architectural sculpture, when we get it, is raised above the eye, to be frequently forgotten. It is therefore with all the more pleasure that one comes upon McKim, Mead & White's old porch of St. Bartholomew's Church, in its new sumptuous location in the Goodhue building. There is sculpture which, derivative as it may be, nevertheless is full of form, content, and vitality—sculpture at which one looks not once but many times, and yet sculpture that never distracts one from the beauty of the whole composition. Today, undoubtedly we would, if we were honest with ourselves, do it differently, as the architect of today would do the porch differently; still, in its closely knit composition, in its absolute unity with its surroundings, in its power and its richness, there is much for us to study and to honor.

Another interesting example of sculpture near the eye level is the lower frieze, by Charles Keck, on the Bronx County Court House. Here too, perhaps, the derivative sources are too obvious, and the whole long procession may be criticized as monotonous, without climax or a sufficient amount of that rhythmic change which makes the Parthenon frieze so continuously interesting. Nevertheless, the daring conception of the whole is praiseworthy, the placing of the sculpture where it can be seen is excellent, and in the sense that it is an integral part of the composition of the entire building it definitely adds to the effectiveness of that building. It is architectural sculpture, and it suggests all kinds of higher developments, more humanized, more creative, more dynamic, more living, which may come some day to be not merely applied decorations for, but essential parts of, public buildings to be.

One other illustration of recent architectural sculpture deserves notice, if only to show that architectural sculpture need not always be something grand, over-serious, or reserved for public buildings. That is René Chambellan's group of a nude man and woman on the new Beck Shoe Store on Fifth Avenue. Here again it is an essential part of the building's design, despite the fact that it is frankly applied. The great gray marble surface exists merely as a background for it, and it is composed with a careful consideration of this background. It could perhaps have been placed
lower in the façade, in closer relation to the door and the windows; but even where it is it brings a note entirely fresh and entirely new into the street picture of Fifth Avenue, something which speaks of humanity to humanity, and something which in its very facile handling and its luxuriant forms sets the note of the elegance which undoubtedly the building was designed to express. The same note is struck, in a piece of interior rather than exterior architectural sculpture, by Milton Horn's ceiling relief in the Lentheric shop, with its delicate figures in low relief, which seem in their quiet repose somehow to tell more about the chic which the shop is supposed to present than all of its over-rich and now somewhat out-dated ornament.

From this analysis we may be able to gather some of the simplest qualifications of good architectural sculpture. In the first place, it is much more than ornament, and that is what makes its content, its message, so important. This content, of course, may be purely an abstract one; yet, if we are designing buildings to be enjoyed by more than a small portion of the elect, it is probable that the content must be of some easily understandable type. If the purpose of architectural sculpture is to humanize and to give life to buildings, surely its human quality, its life quality, must be preeminent; and we are no more solving the problem if we use forms with symbolisms so esoteric as to pass the comprehension of the beholder, and produce in him merely confusion, than we would be by decorating our buildings with inscriptions in Chinese.

Another quality of buildings affects the content of architectural sculpture—their relative permanence and the fact that, for good or ill, once architectural sculpture is in place it usually remains, for the benefit not only of ourselves but of our sons and perhaps of our grandsons. The content, then, it seems to me, should be of our own day, but it must also be based on essential human qualities and on symbols whose interest is not merely topical. Fashionable portrait painters paint fashion, but great portrait painters paint people. Similarly, fashionable sculptors carve propaganda of one kind or another, but great sculptors carve humanity. And, above all places, a building seems the place for permanent rather than transient expression.

One other thing we may accept, and that is that the best architectural sculpture is the result of a collaboration, as for example in the Nebraska State Capitol cited above. In any case, by definition, since the building and
the sculpture are one, the design of each profoundly affects the design of the other. Our architects have become too used to dictating to ornamental modelers, and our sculptors too accustomed to producing endless arbitrary gallery pieces; each is conditioned, alas, somehow to resent the intrusion of the other. Yet the disastrous effects of a lack of this mutual consideration were made vivid recently when, in Newark, a large, costly figure designed for an important court room was removed from its position shortly after its installation, at the almost unanimous request of the people who used the building. What a pitiful waste!—particularly since the architect of the building and many others had known in advance what the result would be and had protested. Beautiful as the figure was, its forms were so little adapted to its position that it made the space it occupied seem more empty than when there was nothing. What a comment on the judgment of the jury with regard to the basic facts of architectural sculpture!

If we are to have successful architectural sculpture in our new housing developments and all of our new federal buildings, it behooves architects, sculptors, and government agencies to take this lesson deeply to heart. You can no more order just six over-door panels for a housing development, without giving the sculptor knowledge of the forms and relations of the entire development, and expect to get good architectural sculpture, than you can expect to get a good, a great, house by merely ordering "a house" from an architect who knows nothing of the client or the site. It is elementary that outdoor sculpture facing north is a different problem from outdoor sculpture facing south; it should also be elementary that sculpture in a building of one form pattern must be entirely different from sculpture for a building of another form pattern. Similarly, the architect must learn to bring in the sculptor at the earliest possible opportunity, to work with him in determining positions, places, sizes, and even perhaps basic subject matter. We must no longer merely produce drawings with blank areas on them lettered "Sculpture Here." We must, if we wish a vital architectural sculpture, learn that each art serves the other, that their worth is mutual and not separate, and that only by the fullest cooperation can good work be obtained.

America is not alone in having its growing pains as the need for architectural sculpture becomes manifest. In the second High Point flat development in Hampstead, London, after long thought and study, Lubetkin used casts of the Erectheum caryatids to support the thin concrete slab of his porte cochère. Such a confession of sculptural impotence is, I hope, unjustified, and with a close and sympathetic cooperation between sculptors and architects in this country we may look forward to the development of an architectural sculpture which will make all our struggling beginnings today seem the mere beginnings they are. And that development may come sooner than we realize.

Interesting use of casts of the Erectheum Caryatids as temporary supports for concrete canopy joining building with gardens at Highpoint Number Two, Tecton's recent flat development at Highgate Hill, near London, as published in The Architectural Review, London. Pending a satisfactory solution by some modern sculptor of the problem posed by the architects, these casts will remain in place, giving visual support and a link with natural forms of the garden more effective than anything else that was considered.
The dramatic character and related activities of a "theater city" for opera, stage and screen performances dictated this "Festspielstadt" design by Paul László, to serve as the new headquarters of Max Reinhardt, in Los Angeles. The distinguished director, now conducting a theatrical school in the California film capital, proposes to provide facilities for great festivals comparable to those at Salzburg, with which he has been associated. László's solution includes three great theaters, technically operated from a central building; bells in a lofty shaft, to announce the opening of the Festival events; an underground automobile entrance and spacious parking area, to eliminate traffic noise and odors within the "Festspielstadt" and to bring motorists close to their destination. A cafe, bar and restaurant also are included in the theater group, which would be near the Reinhardt School buildings.
The campus designed for the proposed Mount Wilson College by Elmer Grey, Architect, of Pasadena, California, is shown in this reproduction of a water color rendering of the buildings in their incomparable setting.
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To start off with a bit of an epigram, we think no commodity in the world is as expensive as nonsense. As a corollary, we are of the further opinion that nothing is in such general demand. Eddie Cantor, it is said, gets $10,000 for one half-hour each Monday with which he can win yourself anything from a boy scout’s compass to an income for life by completing in 25 words the sentence “I like Hefflefinger’s Goo because . . . .” not forgetting with each answer, of course, to tear the top off a new Chrysler town car (or make a reasonable fac-simile thereof) and include it with your submission.

Most forms of nonsense involve only a first cost. However, architectural nonsense continues to be expensive on and on through the years. What do you suppose the owners of the houses shown in our illustration have to pay each year in interest and carrying charges on the goofy gables, dormers and roofs? It has been said that . . . .

To a recent estimate, 70% of the floors in large cities in the East are being finished with shellac, 20% with floor seals, and 10% with varnishes. These proportions may not be in contradiction to nearly all who give technical advice about flooring finishing. Shellac as usually employed rates as the least desirable of the three. Shellac finish, when used as a seal only upon which a wax finish is maintained at all times, provides an attractive and durable floor. Shellac and varnish finishes maintained by waxing to prevent the creation of worn spots are giving general satisfaction under conditions of wide usage.

HOT LINSEED OIL FINISH. Years ago floors were commonly finished with hot linseed oil. Each application was buffed by hand. When the surface was saturated with oil, it was waxed and maintained by waxing at intervals of about one week. Unbodied drying oils penetrate into wood relatively deep, necessitating a good many applications, making the process rather laborious. (An unbodied oil is one that has not been treated or heated to increase the viscosity substantially. Raw, refined and boiled linseed oil, raw and refined soy bean oil, tung oil and perilla oil are all unbodied oils.) Hot linseed oil finish was durable, did not show scratches and was readily patched at places of maximum wear, dried hard enough to be free from tackiness, made a floor easily kept clean by dry mopping. In time the finish darkened, deepening the original color. As time passed, adulteration with non-drying mineral oils increased. The finish was tacky and darkened with age to a color almost, if not completely, black. Oil finish fell into disrepute and was replaced by other finishes. Now a growing trend back to old oil finish is taking place. However, in place of linseed oil, specially designed products known as floor seal finishes are being used because they are obtainable in satisfactory quality and are more economical in labor of application than unbodied linseed oil.

MODERN FLOOR SEALS. These may be regarded as thin varnishes or-bodied drying oils prepared to penetrate less deeply into the wood than unbodied oils. Fewer applications are required. They penetrate more deeply than ordinary floor varnishes, saturating a greater portion of the wood. Floor seals are relatively new products on the market and composition and properties vary widely. Inadequate instructions for application are often given. It is important that those using seals for the first time make sure of the exact procedure to obtain the excellent service of which the finishes are capable.

Modern floor seal finishes have the following characteristics. They provide (1) minimum slipperiness when waxed, (2) less huster than varnish or shellac, (3) a minimum of maintenance is required, (4) worn spots may be patched without refinsihing the entire floor.

SHELLAC FINISH. This is widely used chiefly because it dries so rapidly. A floor may be finished or refinished and be put back into service in 24 hours. Shellac forms a coating of substantial thickness over the surface of the wood in contrast to finishes which penetrate into the surface of the wood. A shellac finish has the following characteristics: (1) A highly lustrous appearance, (2) extreme slipperiness unless wax coating is kept very thin, (3) finish turns very white from water, (4) worn areas can rarely be patched without showing edges.

VARNISH FINISH. These coatings, even the quick-drying variety, require longer intervals between coats, necessitating several days for finishing. Varnish has better resistance to water than does shellac. Other characteristics are similar.

SHELLAC-VARNISH FINISH. This comprises a first coat of shellac with varnish put over it. Like most compromises, it retains disadvantages of both sides with no shortcomings of its own. Water may still turn the shellac white under the varnish. The finish is usually marred easily by scratches.

sins of omission are as bad as sins of commission, but this is not true of architecture. To put something nonsensical on a building costs money, but to leave it off costs nothing.

Modern architecture no doubt has its faults but it also has the virtue of simplicity. Simplicity, even in bad taste, is infinitely to be preferred to a profusion of gunk and spinach that is in bad taste.

Our horrible example at the left is one with several other instances which we are sure our readers could readily adduce. We have picked out of the hat the word *draught* as typical. Why it is more dignified or desirable or erudite to *draught* than to *draft* is something that only the A.I.A. can explain. In Medieval England, they not only spelled it *draught*, but also pronounced it *draught*.

*draught* as nonsensical spelling is not a very serious matter—but as an architectural habit of mind it is a threat to the very existence of the profession.

Architects and saloon-keepers should get together orthographically as well as socially.

---

**SEVENTH BIRTHDAY.** This month the *Data Sheets* are seven years old. As a special celebration, we are making the complete *Library* available to *PENCIL POINTS* readers at a special price. Turn now to pages 16 and 17 in the advertising section to find out all about it!

If you have a taste for amazing facts, here are some about the *Data Sheets*!

Laid end to end, the published *Data Sheets* would reach over 700 miles—the distance from New York to Elkhart, Indiana! (We will get to Chicago soon.)

Piled up, they would make a stack 2,877 feet high—about three Eifel Towers!

*Data Sheets* are being used in every continent on the face of the earth!

Over 12,000 men have asked for *Data Sheets*, from all corners of the world!

As editorial sheets in *PENCIL POINTS*, 2,903,892 *Data Sheets* have appeared!

Manufacturers have distributed 2,691,600 separate *Data Sheets*!

We have reprinted 1,035,488 *Data Sheets*!

The grand total is 6,628,980!

---

**AMATEUR DARKROOM (1)**

**PLAN**

- For right handed persons, a clockwise sequence of operations will be most efficient. The sink at the end of the room serves as a rinse between development and fixing and will also be the location for mixing of chemicals. The covered sink is for the final washing of films or prints. The hinged cover, when closed, results in no loss of work space. Counter area is provided alongside this covered sink for ferrotyping, a print drier or other apparatus. The cabinet beside the enlarger is for printing paper up to 11" x 14" and other light-sensitive supplies.

**ELEVATION "N"**

---

**AMATEUR DARKROOM (2)**

**ELEVATION "S"**

- The interior of the dark room should be painted flat black, in spite of a considerable amount of current advice to the contrary. Acid, alkali and water-resisting black paint is obtainable for the counter top, front and wood wall. The ceiling should be fitted with orange, red and green safe lights for the various dark room operations. Five-ply plywood in the heavier thicknesses would make an ideal material for the wood wall, counter front and the sliding doors. A small refrigerator unit which will maintain a dry temperature of 68° is desirable, the not essential.

**ELEVATION "E"**

---

**DON GRAF'S DATA SHEETS**
BEDLAM AND CONFUSION

BY ROBERT L. ANDERSON

Last month it was pointed out that during the Twenties there occurred a revival of the Religion of Art; a revival, that is to say, of belief in the supreme virtue and significance of Art.

Likewise it was pointed out that, in America at least, such revival was inevitable. For, having achieved physical maturity with the closing of the frontier in the Nineties, it was inevitable that we should turn to the problem of intellectual and artistic maturity.

Yet if it was inevitable that the Religion of Art should be revived, what happened in America when such revival took place? What alternatives were open to those young Americans who suddenly had discovered that life in America meant "emotional and aesthetic starvation"? Generally speaking, two alternatives presented themselves.

One alternative was to revive the Victorian notion of aestheticism and art for art's sake. To the young men and women who elected this alternative their country became, in 1920, a land of horror, populated with creatures soon to be classified as Babbitts. America, to this new crop of aesthetes, was a land of starvation, persecution, and death.

And so there began, to quote Malcolm Cowley, "the great exodus to France." In Paris in 1921, as in 1891, perhaps one could hope to pursue the great, the glorious aesthetic ideal of which they dreamed. To Paris they went in droves.

There they found aestheticism and art for art's sake. Yet it was, perhaps, a somewhat different brand of aestheticism than they had expected. "My French friends of the Dada movement," wrote Cowley in 1934, "were always ridiculous . . . ."

Aestheticism ridiculous?

Nineteenth century aestheticism, to be sure, had always teetered on the verge of the bizarre and the ridiculous: from Victor Hugo's red waistcoats in the early days, to Oscar Wilde's sunflowers and satin pants in the later days.

Yet, relatively speaking, 19th century aestheticism had been rather firmly fixed to traditional values. (Without tradition, what had Victorian aesthetes to thumb their noses at?)

Post-War aestheticism, on the other hand, deliberately cut loose from established traditions of any sort. The world had been consumed in a holocaust which had demonstrated only too clearly that the entire past had been a hideous mistake. And so 20th century aesthetes took to thumbing their noses at everything in sight. There was meaning in nothing—with the exception of the individual's particular idiosyncracy . . . his hobby-horse . . . his "dada." Even in this, at times, there was no meaning. (As in that lecture in Paris at which a bell was rung continuously—so that no one heard what the speaker said.)

There followed, then, that flood of weird and esoteric literature, painting and sculpture which could be evaluated properly only if the spectator's personal bias was properly sympathetic. It was the apotheosis of eccentricity: art for art's sake practiced by freaks—children of the Mauve Decade shell-shocked by the War. It produced, Heaven help us all, what the succeeding generation has been expected to accept as "art."

Of course I realize that out of this Post-War aesthetic bedlam new patterns of form and style eventually emerged. I realize, for instance, that out of the cult of unintelligibility fostered by James Joyce and Gertrude Stein, fresh stimulus was injected into the veins of literature. I realize, as well, that out of "abstract" and "non-objective" art, new forms were derived which revitalized the art of architecture. But this does not alter the fact that most of the Post-War creative activity is, to me at least, sheer unadulterated bedlam.

Not that I cannot understand how the artists and their art "got that way." I can, and do understand, I think, the cause. But the effect: the words written, the pictures painted, the music composed, the sculpture modeled; much of this I am afraid I shall never be able
to evaluate as more than an aesthetic bedlam. Thanks to the formula "form is function," as well as to the implicit formula "form is construction," architecture fared better than the other arts. But even here, heresy though it be, aesthetic bedlam could, can still, be found without great difficulty.

* * *

The second alternative which presented itself to young Americans in the early 'Twenties lay, not in reviving art for art's sake, but in discarding it.

For it had been discovered that this aesthetic slogan which had been inherited from Victorian days was an "escape mechanism," a "flight from reality."

Why was the aesthetic slogan a flight from reality? To answer this we shall have to recall what happened during the preceding century.

As was earlier pointed out, the 19th century theory of evolution set up the concept of evolving society. This, in turn, set up the thesis that art is the expression of society. The theory of evolving society, however, was dynamic rather than static. Retrospective in the beginning, it soon became prospective. No sooner had men discovered whence they came than they began to speculate whither they were going. This meant that the thesis of art as expression of society would have to be changed to read: art is the expression of future society.

Now so long as men were content to perpetuate the Religion of Art; so long as they were content to perpetuate the Romantic notion that art was man's greatest achievement, they could correlate art and society and still evaluate art above society.

It happened, however, that the theory of evolution tended to evaluate society above art. This tendency was accentuated by increasing awareness on the part of 19th century men of evil results of the Industrial Revolution. It was further accentuated by the contention, brought forward by Karl Marx, that the true index to society was to be found, not in philosophy or art, but in economics. And so men's thoughts turned from art toward society; toward economics; toward radical politico-economic theories and parties; toward the Religion of the Social Ideal.

With the Post-War period, however, radical theories and parties suddenly became too dangerous. The Religion of the Social Ideal was succeeded by a revival of the Religion of Art. "Reconstruction," as Lewis Mumford wrote, "did a perfect fadeout."

Thus, if to some young men and women a return to the aesthetic slogan in 1921 was a flight from reality, it was because they had served a partial novitiate, at least, under the Religion of the Social Ideal. Art for art's sake required that art be integrated only with itself. To these people, however, it was not art which was the reality, it was society. Reality, they argued, required that art be "reintegrated with society."

I wish space permitted side glances at some of the subsequent attempts to reintegrate art and society. About 1925, for instance, Thomas Craven set up what might be called the "occupational theory" of painting: only a doctor would be permitted to paint nudes—he saw them in practicing his profession!

In brief: on the part of those who refused to accept art for art's sake, the alternative chosen was "Art for society's sake."

What, specifically, does this mean? It means, wrote Mumford in the early 'Thirties, that the architect "is to organize the forces of modern society, discipline them for humane ends, as well as express them in plastic-utilitarian building." It means, in other words, that the architect is to plan, blue-print, and build Utopia.

Really, then, the "Art for society's sake" slogan should be changed to read "Art for Utopia's sake." Nor would such change do Mumford an injustice. Most of us are unaware, I suspect, that his first book was a simplified history called: The Story of Utopia.

* * *

Unfortunately, art for Utopia's sake embodies an even greater flight from reality than does art for art's sake. For whereas the latter sets up art as independent of society, the former sets up society as dependent on art. It was the architect, remember, who was to organize and discipline society. And this in a world threatened with economic and political disaster!

If, in the 'Twenties, art for art's sake was aesthetic bedlam, art for Utopia's sake may be defined as intellectual chaos and confusion.
R. Harmer Smith's skill as a water colorist is demonstrated in this study of the Horton House at Sand Beach, which is one of the many spots in Nova Scotia Smith visited on a sketching tour.
Waiting For You

There is a big surprise waiting for you when you sketch with the Mona Lisa Oil Chalk Crayons. Ease of blending, smoothness and brilliance of color make this medium a welcome and necessary addition to your equipment.

Mona Lisa sticks are unsurpassed for cartooning and for the "modern" effects now so much in vogue. They are wonderful time-savers on work where large areas must be laid on smoothly. Cartoons, with their lightness of theme and treatment, make a pleasant variation from your more serious work. It is best to start right out on a big piece of paper, and with broad, free strokes, let something suggest itself. This is a fine way to limber up and many tricks of handling come to light in this way.

In the above drawing, the waves, clouds, tree trunks, etc. were laid on with single strokes of the full crayon, while on the finer details, sharpened sticks were used.

Mona Lisas are unusually strong and hold a fine point. So well do they blend, that it is possible to use a smooth ledger paper without any piling up of shining wax. On paper with a noticeable tooth, the blending properties are even more apparent, and in either case no solvent need be used.

Mona Lisa sticks in their 49 bright, cheerful colors, simply pour out on the paper in such broad sweeping lines that niggling is impossible. Frequent change of pace like this keeps one from going stale and is often the means of opening up an entirely new field of technical handling for important things.

This is the tenth of a series of drawings by Mr. Michele. Others will follow from time to time.

KOH-I-NOOR 1500 DRAWING PENCILS
Now
10c each -- $1.00 per dozen

Koh-I-Noor Pencil Company, Inc. 373 Fourth Avenue, New York
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Extra STRENGTH MEANS LONGER LIFE

Concrete walls, floors and roofs are stronger and last longer if the concrete has been reinforced with wire fabric.

American Steel & Wire Company Wire Fabric is a factory made product. It has been designed to give even distribution of strength and at the same time reduces labor costs. Any type of labor can put Wire Fabric in place with ease and as soon as it has been put in place it is ready for the concrete to be poured.

Our Wire Fabric for building construction is available in Triangle Mesh and Electric Welded square or rectangular mesh. Both can be delivered in sheets or in rolls according to your specification. We will send you complete details on request.

WIRE FABRIC
AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE COMPANY
Cleveland, Chicago and New York

UNITED STATES STEEL
ARCHITECTS have found PC Glass Blocks an extremely satisfactory material to use in designing structures meant to combine good looks with practical utility. The bright crystal beauty of PC Glass Blocks, laid up in gleaming panels, is obvious to every eye. And the practical qualities of these blocks contribute importantly to better buildings.

PC Glass Blocks assure generous daylight in building interiors... but daylight which is pleasantly diffused, and which is obtained without sacrifice of privacy. Obtained, too, without the heat loss and insulating difficulties which usually accompany large areas of clear glass. A PC Glass Block panel combines the light-transmitting properties of glass with the insulating value of a masonry wall.

Further, these blocks effectively insulate against sound. They are easy to clean, cut building maintenance costs. They are perfectly at home in either traditional or modern architecture. And they are as useful in designing theatres, hospitals, and public buildings as they are in creating beautiful, livable homes.

Send the coupon—today—for our free booklet of complete information about PC Glass Blocks. These blocks are manufactured by Pittsburgh Corning Corporation, which will gladly supply you, upon request, with any data you may desire on the application of glass blocks or structural glass to building construction.
SPECIAL NOTICE TO ARCHITECTS LOCATED OUTSIDE OF FREE EMPLOYMENT SERVICE. In this department we shall print, free of charge, PERSONAL NOTICES. Announcements concerning the opening of new offices for the practice of architecture, changes in architectural firms, changes of address and items of personal interest to different things which any subscriber may insert.

PERSONAL NOTICES. Announcements concerning the opening of new offices for the practice of architecture, changes in architectural firms, changes of address and items of personal interest to different things which any subscriber may insert.

FREE EMPLOYMENT SERVICE. In this department we shall continue to print, free of charge, notices from architects or others requiring designers, draftsmen, specification writers, or superintendents, as well as from those seeking similar positions.

SPECIAL NOTICE TO ARCHITECTS LOCATED OUTSIDE OF THE UNITED STATES: Should you be interested in any architectural suburb adjoining Chicago's southwest edge. G. KENNETH DUPREY, Architectural Modeler, has established an architectural modeling service at 29 Mechanics Street, Putnam, Connecticut, for architects in New England. He will call at your office and give estimates on contemplated models upon receipt of letter or telephone call. Telephone, Putnam 891.

A. V. ALVARES, Architect, is opening new offices in Hongkong, China. Address P. O. Box 950.

THE MART

Wanted: Copy of Modern Perspective, Wm. Roberts Ware, MacMillan Company, N. Y., 1900. State price and condition. Communicate Miss Flagg, PENCIL POINTS.

Walter E. Marriott, 826 N. Main Avenue, Scranton, Pa., has for sale a complete file of PENCIL POINTS from June, 1920, through July, 1933, all clean and in excellent condition.

Francis J. Devlin, 853 East Ontario Street, Philadelphia, Pa., has the following for sale in part or as a lot: PENCIL POINTS—September through December, 1922; January, and October, 1923; all of 1925 except January, February, and March; all of 1926, 1927, 1928, 1929, 1930, 1931, 1932, 1933, 1934, 1935; all of 1936 except March, September and December; in complete 1937 and 1938 issues. Architectural Record—April, November, and December, 1924; all of 1925 except February and March; all of 1926 except March and November; all of 1927 except August; all of 1928 except December; all of 1929 and 1930, all of 1931 except October; all of 1932 except October, November and December; May, August, September, October, and December, 1933; all of 1934, 1935, 1936; all of 1937 except October, November, and December. A large drawing board 60" x 36", attached to portable stand, which can be tilted to any angle desired, including vertical position. An engineer's transit with case, in good condition. Make offer including the postage or delivery charges.

Louis L. Wetmore, 5 Sherman Avenue, Glens Falls, N. Y., has the following books for sale: The Landscape Gardening Book, Grace Tabor; The Significance of the Fine Arts, Committee on Education A.L.A., revised edition; The Dutch Colonial House, Aymar Embury II; Interior Decoration, Parsons; A History of Architecture, Hamlin; History of Architecture, Fletcher; Handbook of Architectural Practice, A.I.A.; Gothic Architecture in England, Francis Bond; Stones for Building and Decoration, Merrill; Detail of Building Construction, Clarence Martin; Vignola, Esquis; Grade School Buildings, Book II, Bruce; School Buildings and Grounds, University of the State of N. Y.; Good Practice in Construction, Parts I and II, Knobloch; Deutshe Architekturen, Mackenzie & Pugin; Photographeische, Reise-Aufuabrucn, England, Frankreich, etc., Adolf Burr; Architektur im Bild, Facaden Inermaune Grundriss und Details, Bruno Hessling. All in good condition, some new. Please make offer.

Paul Betzler, 230 West 105th Street, Apt. 3E, New York, N. Y., has for sale a drawing table, 31" x 42", adjustable, like new.

FREE EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

POSITIONS OPEN

FIRST CLASS field construction superintendent for architect's office in middle west; must be of proven experience and integrity. Give full particulars. Box No. 1200.

ASSOCIATE Architect wanted. An interest in an established architectural office in one of the coming southern cities may be obtained for a small cash consideration. This is a chance for a young, well trained architect to start with an established office of twenty-five years. Full particulars as to qualifications. Box No. 1201.

POSITIONS WANTED

ARCHITECTURAL draftsman, 8 years' experience. Design and drafting small residential work. Good knowledge of structural steel and reinforced concrete building design. Box No. 1202.

(Continued on page 32, Advertising Section)
PUBLICATIONS ON MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT

of Interest to Architects, Draftsmen and Specification Writers

Publications mentioned here will be sent free unless otherwise noted, upon request, to readers of PENCIL POINTS by the firm issuing them. When writing for these items please mention PENCIL POINTS.

SERIES 120 KAWNEER SEALAIR DOUBLE-HUNG WINDOWS.—A.I.A. File No. 16-e. Folder No. 738 presenting descriptive data, specifications, installation details and sizes covering a line of double-hung windows in aluminum or bronze. 6 pp. 8½ x 11. The Kawneer Co., Niles, Mich.

Published by the same firm, "Series 220 Kawneer Sealair Double-Hung Windows."—A.I.A. File No. 16-e. Folder No. 958 covering a line of double-hung windows of all-aluminum construction for schools, apartments, residences, hotels, commercial, public and monumental buildings. Specifications, installation instructions and details, sizes, etc. 6 pp. 8½ x 11.

NEW BRUNSWICK RUBBERCEPTOR.—Folder describing and illustrating the Brunswick Rubberceptor, a complete shower stall floor of seamless rubber with slip-proof safety tread. The Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., Plumbing Fixture Division, 625 South Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill.

CLASSICAL COLUMNS FOR MODERN BUILDINGS.—A.I.A. File No. 12-m. Catalog No. 30-h describes and illustrates a line of Union Metal steel building columns. Included are architectural and construction details, designs, specifications, dimensions, load bearing data, etc., together with data on metal pergolas and exterior lighting fixtures. 16 pp. 8½ x 11. The Union Metal Mfg. Co., Canton, Ohio.

NEW AUER REGISTER BOOK NO. 39.—Comprehensive catalog covering a complete line of registers, intakes and grilles for gravity heating and air conditioning systems. Register capacities, dimensions, list prices, etc. 72 pp. 8½ x 11. The Auer Register Co., 3608 Payne Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.

STEWART PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL RAILINGS.—Catalog No. R-38 illustrates a large number of designs of plain and ornamental railings, trellis work, bracket and pier lanterns, interior gates, grilles, etc. Included are construction details and instructions for measuring. 24 pp. 8½ x 11. The Stewart Iron Works Co., Inc., Cincinnati, O.

HEATING PUMPS AND ACCESSORIES BY DUNHAM.—Bulletin No. 602.—Useful reference manual for architects and engineers covering a complete line of heating pumps and accessories. Included are specifications, capacities, dimensions, engineering data, installation details, etc. 32 pp. 8½ x 11. C. A. Dunham Co., 410 E. Ohio St., Chicago, Ill.

(Continued on page 30, Advertising Section)
PUBLICATIONS ON MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT
(Continued from page 29, Advertising Section)

HASKELITE COMPOUND LUMBER FLOORING.—Illustrated bulletin describing the advantages of Haskelite compound lumber flooring. Included is table showing physical properties of woods most commonly used for flooring including the two leading wood species used in this type of flooring. 8 pp. 8 1/2 x 11. Haskelite Mfg. Co., 208 W. Washington St., Chicago, Ill.

SNEAD ARMOR GRIDS.—Series of bulletins published for architects and engineers on the subject of Snead armor grids used in a wide variety of industries and institutions for armorring driveways, traffic aisles, ramps, platforms, cold storage rooms, etc. Snead & Co., 66 Pine St., Jersey City, N. J.

OZITE INSULATING AND CUSHIONING MATERIALS.—Catalog No. 38 describes and illustrates a complete line of hair felt products for thermal insulation, sound absorption and general cushioning. Indexed. 26 pp. 8 1/2 x 11. American Hair & Felt Co., 222 North Bank Drive, Chicago, Ill.

TRANE UNIT HEATERS.—Bulletin S327 presents a detailed description of a line of unit heaters suitable for a wide range of applications. 20 pp. 8 1/2 x 11. The Trane Co., La Crosse, Wis.

WOODCO MITER TRIM.—Descriptive folder showing in detail a new, improved factory-fitted and factory-mitered window and door trim of colonial design casings with an exclusive positive-lock joint. 4 pp. 8 1/2 x 11. General Woodcraft Co., North Bergen, N. J.

NEW BRADLEY WASHFOUNTAIN.—A.I.A. File No. 29. Folder describing a new semi-circular, enameled iron or stainless steel washfountain designed particularly for the small or narrow washrooms of schools, colleges, institutions, offices, factories, etc. 4 pp. 8 1/2 x 11. Bradley Washfountain Co., N. 22nd and W. Michigan Sts., Milwaukee, Wis.

AMERICAN HARDWOOD FLOORING AND ITS USES.—New booklet intended to answer the need for authentic information on the manufacture of hardwood flooring, the various types available, its application and finishes. Complete descriptive matter is presented covering Northern hard maple, beech and birch, in addition to some other hardwoods. 36 pp. 6 x 9. Copies can be procured by sending 10 cents to the Superintendent of Documents, Washington, D. C.

THE CHARM OF A LIGHT-CONDITIONED HOME.—Attractive brochure illustrating a wide selection of lighting fixtures suitable for every room of the home. Included is a useful selection guide. 24 pp. 8 1/2 x 11. Lightolier Co., Jersey City, N. J. Published by the same firm, "Lamps by Lightolier."

—New illustrated catalog featuring ten groups of floor and table lamps covering every residence requirement. Design trends range from Early American and 18th Century, English and French, through Williamsburg Colonial to Swedish modern. 24 pp. 8 x 12.

METAL LATH NEWS.—October issue features with illustrations and construction details a race track grandstand and two homes in which steel framing is combined with metal lath and concrete stucco. Included are specifications for portland cement stucco on steel frame construction. Metal Lath Manufacturers Assn., 208 S. La Salle St., Chicago, Ill.

IMPERIAL FLOATLESS SUMP PUMPS.—Catalog No. 438 describes and illustrates a line of automatic electrically operated sump pumps for removing seepage, overflow, drainage and flood water and for backwater prevention. Specifications, sizes, capacities and weights. 8 pp. 8 1/2 x 11. The Imperial Brass Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill.


Published by the same firm, "Thermal Time Delay Relays." A.I.A. File No. 31-d-5. Bulletin 351 illustrates and describes three types of thermal time delay relays. 8 1/2 x 11.

WHEELOCK STANDARDS.—Catalog describing and illustrating a line of interior fire alarm equipment, code call systems, signals and relays. Specifications, dimensions, etc. 16 pp. 8 1/2 x 11. Signal Engineering & Manufacturing Co., 150 W. 14th St., New York, N. Y.


Published by the same firm, "Ro-Way Electric Door Operators." Folder describing a line of electric garage door openers for residential, commercial and industrial use. Specifications. 6 pp. 8 1/2 x 11.

ANKORTITE BUILDING ACCESSORIES.—Catalog describing and illustrating typical applications of a line of building accessories for masonry and for floors, walls and doorways. 18 pp. 8 1/2 x 11. The Floor Accessories Co., Inc., 14th and Chestnut Sts., Kansas City, Mo.

Published by the same firm, "Ankortite Dividing Strips and Bars." A.I.A. File No. 22-c. Folder covering a line of dividing strips and bars for terrazzo floors. 4 pp. 8 1/2 x 11.

PYRAMID COLOR STRIPE MOULDING.—Folder announcing and describing a recently-developed line of color stripe stainless steel mouldings equipped with the snap-on feature. Pyramid Metals Co., 455 No. Oakley Blvd., Chicago, Ill.


(Continued on page 51, Advertising Section)
LIGHTING STYLES BY BEARDSLEE.—Catalog No. 38 listing and illustrating more than 300 designs of lighting fixtures for residences, apartments, churches, etc. 64 pp. 8½ x 11. Beardslee Chandelier Mfg. Co., 216 South Jefferson St., Chicago, Ill.

SERIES 5400 SARGENT & GREENLEAF EXIT BOLTS.—A.I.A. File No. 27-C-5. Descriptive folder covering a line of exit bolts for double doors. 4 pp. 8½ x 11. Sargent & Greenleaf, Inc., Rochester, N. Y.

WHITCO CASEMENT HARDWARE.—A.I.A. File No. 27-c. Folder with descriptive data and details covering a line of casement hardware. 4 pp. 8½ x 11. Vincent Whitney Co., 130 Tenth St., San Francisco, Calif.

LAMINATED ARCHES FOR CHURCHES.—A.I.A. File No. 19-b. Catalog describing the advantages of glued laminated construction for roof supports in churches and parish halls. Various interesting photographs showing recent installations demonstrate the flexibility of design possible with unit glued laminated arches from the most severe to the highly decorative. 8 pp. 8½ x 11. Unit Structures, Inc., Peshtigo, Wis.

Published by the same firm, "Laminated Arches for Gymnasiums, Community Buildings and Auditoriums." Bulletin shows some recent installations and explains the outstanding advantages and manifold applications possible with unit laminated arches. Drawings, dimension data, etc. 8 pp. 8½ x 11.


ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING
A practical course (HOME STUDY) by mail only
Prepares Architects and Draftsmen for structural portion of
STATE BOARD EXAMINATIONS
For many this is the most difficult section of the examinations. Qualifies for designing structures in wood, concrete or steel. Successfully conducted for the past six years. Our complete Structural Engineering course well known for twenty-seven years. Literature without obligation—write TODAY
WILSON ENGINEERING CORPORATION
College House Offices Harvard Square
CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS, U. S. A.
FREE EMPLOYMENT SERVICE FOR READERS OF PENCIL POINTS

Replies to box numbers should be addressed care of PENCIL POINTS, 330 West 42nd Street, New York.

25 words or less in this Department FREE—over 25 words ten cents per word should accompany all notices. Copy must be in by 12th of month preceding date of issue.

(Continued from page 28, Advertising Section)

POSITIONS WANTED

JUNIOR draftsman, graduate of Dickinson High School, architectural course, one year at Pratt Institute, one summer’s experience. Will go anywhere for reasonable offer. Milton Lipkin, 372 Communipaw Avenue, Jersey City, N. J.

MEMORIAL designer-draftsman and office man, 25 years in the retail memorial field. Make an offer. B. C. Holland, 2404 Clark St., Columbia, S. C.

ARCHITECTURAL draftsman, 27 years old, single, hold degree in five-year architectural course. Two years with registered architects, one year with planning board, drafting maps and subdivision work. Will accept employment anywhere. Salary secondary. Box No. 1203.


DRAFTSMAN, 25 years’ office and field experience, various types of buildings, including churches, sketches to erection. Prefer small office. Will take temporary position. Salary moderate. Box No. 1204.

YOUNG man, 20, High School graduate, desires position in architectural or construction firm. No experience but willing to start at bottom. Plan to continue studies at night. Good letterer, pen and pencil drawing or tracing. Martin Wintergreen, 5331 Cottage Grove, Chicago, Ill.

JUNIOR draftsman, architectural, full time employment while attending night college. Neat, precise and very anxious to learn. Good references. Box No. 1205.

JUNIOR architectural draftsman, age 21, four years’ training, 1 year experience, dependable and accurate. Any reasonable offer accepted. Available immediately. Box No. 1206.

ARCHITECTURAL and structural draftsman with thorough design and superintending experience, specialize in industrial buildings. Nine years’ experience. Looking for position with future. Location immaterial. Box No. 1207.

ARCHITECTURAL designer, draftsman and detailer; exceptionally capable on industrial work. Assume responsibility. A producer. Completion of large plant causes change. Prefer southern connection. Box No. 1208.

ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTSMAN, 5 years’ experience. B.S. in architecture Armour Inst. 28 years of age, single. Store remodelling and small residences. Box No. 1209.

ARCHITECTURAL graduate anxious to secure office experience, embodying all phases of architectural work. Salary secondary. Go anywhere. Box No. 1210.

DRAFTSMAN, 25 years’ experience, various types of building, including churches and schools. Sketches to erection. Will take temporary position. Salary moderate. Box No. 1211.

REGISTERED architect, good designer, 18 years’ experience with all types of buildings and all branches of the work wishes position with possibility of partnership. Willing to invest. Consider any location. Box No. 1212.

GRADUATING from University of Michigan in June with Bachelor of Science in architecture degree. Have some office experience. Interested in position in architectural office or allied trades. Any locality, even foreign country. Box No. 1213.

GRADUATE in landscape architecture, city planning. Three years’ experience in park department and planning commission office in Illinois and California; can survey and supervise landscape construction. Box No. 1214.

ARCHITECT, first class all around man board and supervision, creative designer, good in modern, wide experience, 45, American Christian. Will accept position in Florida. Box No. 1215.


SUPERVISING Architect of a western state desires to change position because of political shortcomings. Age 25, graduate of Univ. of Penna. Architectural School. Qualifications and examples of work sent upon request. Minimum salary $10.00. Box No. 1217.

ARCHITECT with extensive experience would like to join another architect (or firm) New York vicinity preferred pro-tem to assist on basis of a nominal salary with view to associateship. Thoroughly competent. Three medals. References exchanged. Box No. 1218.

DRAFTSMAN, age 46, creative designer, 15 years’ private practice but don’t like business details. Wants association where can handle job from sketches to supervision. Moderate salary or commission. Box No. 1219.

WOMAN architect wants position with small firm in east. First class on working drawings, quick sketches, rendering, landscaping, specifications. Twenty years’ experience. Well poised, well bred. Capable of meeting clients. Specialized in fine residences. Box No. 1220.

DRAFTSMAN, 21 years of age, a year and a half experience in structural and architectural drafting. John Lesniewski, 992 East 8th Street, Erie, Pa.

ARCHITECTURAL draftsman, age 19, desires position with builder or architect. Three years’ experience in architect’s office. Familiar with building department procedure. Evening student, N. Y. U. School of Architecture. Larry Reich, 1376 Bristow St., N. Y. C.

DRAFTSMAN, age 26, Christian, four years’ Columbia University (extension) School of Architecture, two years, N. Y. U. (extension) School of Architecture, five years’ experience in architect’s office. Wishes position where knowledge of architecture can be extended. Furnish best references. Moderate salary. Frank Rista, 646 Monroe Place, West N. Y., N. J.

(Continued on page 39, Advertising Section)
An example of Robert Henri Mutrux's facility with red chalk as a sketch medium is this crisp study of a church at Litchfield, Connecticut. The artist is of Swiss parentage and has had wide experience in this country and Europe as a Tendernor, illustrator, teacher, and writer. A graduate of Washington University, St. Louis, the Fontainebleau School, and Lausanne University, he now is connected with a New York office, and recently sketched "Connecticut in Chalk" Potomac Patter

Whether or not our national press carried items on Frank Lloyd Wright's heave-ho on Williamsburg's Colonial Architecture at the College of William and Mary on October 24, the facts bear repeating. He pointed his piquant criticism at this romantic and colorful architecture based upon a "borrowed" culture, at the vast expense of a meticulous restoration to be seen by housewives and highbrows, of contractors, real estate operators, and of more or less fortunate (?) architects whose ten per cent would barely cover the cost of drawings, at freedom, and Democracy based on a hangover of the old feudal system, at Englishmen with their borrowed culture and at our forefathers with whom "something was the matter." Reporters gobbled and garbled his words—as your correspondent is no doubt doing now—front page copy!

This dialectic assault on Williamsburg was the prologue to his appearance in Washington on October 25. The Association of Federal Architects invited Wright to address a special meeting of the Association at the Mayflower Hotel. With no restrictions as to time or subject, he accepted and before some six hundred architects, laymen and news reporters, he again spoke his piece . . . but definitely. He did not disappoint the various elements of his audience, the government architects, the private practitioners, the few politicians and particularly the newspaper men. He spoke to the delectation of some, the vexation of others and the edification of the world in general. He reached out and touched upon nearly everything—everything that in the final analysis could be reflected in an American architecture.

He opened his address by again referring to Williamsburg. In order to head off any adverse criticism on his comments of the day before, he reiterated his remarks by the use of a more simplified vocabulary. It worked.

Skipping lightly over the highlights . . . "We have been turning to Europe for it (organic architecture), because the eclecticism which has flourished among us can only get it that way. Nothing which is ours . . . can get much credence in our best circles. . . . We are going to have glass—steel—and gratification of our sense of space . . . Culture will assert itself. This thing for which America goes around the world, we'll have it to. Not by way of government . . . I know of nothing more silly than to expect the government to solve our problems for us. If we have no ideas, how can government have any? . . . I feel a burning indignation in my soul when I see the desecration which is with us, and our own fault."

Your correspondent would be very happy to supply his readers with a copy of Mr. Wright's speech. Address him in care of PENCIL POINTS.

The Washington Chapter of the A.I.A. is seriously entertaining the idea of reviving the old atelier, but under a new name and slightly changed procedure. The necessity of continued study of architecture has been recognized again, thank goodness, but as everyone is busy, little time could be devoted to large complete studies, grandiose schemes and renderings. The committee has therefore adopted the idea of having a monthly forum. The problems would be small scale sketches, unrendered. They would be assembled at one time in one of the local offices and publicly viewed and criticized, by the exhibitors.

No prizes, no university credits, no Beaux Arts credits—but no dues. Nothing but the fun. Who'll supply that? Harry F. Cunningham, critique of the old atelier, has kindly offered his services to aid any of the competitors—if they come out to his house or office. We will watch to see how this little scheme works out, how many will participate and who will benefit most.
COMPETITION ANNOUNCEMENTS AND RESULTS

To encourage higher education in architecture, The American Institute of Architects has announced the Edward Langley Scholarships will be awarded in 1939 for advanced study, research, and travel.

The grants, limited to 10 with no stipend exceeding $1,500, are open to architects, architectural draftsmen, graduate students, and teachers of architecture in the United States and Canada. Architects may propose any other architects or architectural draftsmen, as candidates for the awards, to the Regional Director of the Institute who represents the district in which the proposers and candidates reside. Proposals will be received from January 1 to March 1.

Graduate students and teachers of architecture who wish to apply for the scholarships must be proposed by the faculty or head of architectural schools approved by the Institute, to the Institute on December 1, of which C. C. Zantzinger, Philadelphia, is Chairman. Undergraduates are not eligible for the scholarships, but architectural draftsmen who plan to do undergraduate work or take special courses in architectural schools may be proposed. A second award to the holder of a scholarship is allowed. No candidate may propose himself.

The awards will be announced about June 1 by the Investment Committee of the Institute, which is composed of Edwin Bergstrom, Los Angeles, Chairman; Albert J. Evers, San Francisco; and Robert K. Fuller, Denver.

Festival Theater

The American National Theater and Academy has announced an architectural competition for "a great festival theater to be undertaken in time probably to be duplicated, and in time probably to be duplicated, with modifications, on the Pacific Coast, in the Middle West, and in the Southwest."

The competition opened November 15, 1938, and designs entered must be mailed not later than January 31, 1939. The jury will be selected after the close of the competition, and the prize-winners will probably be announced before February 15.

The awards will be as follows: first prize $500; second prize $300; third prize $200; five citations of $100 each. Five architects, with remuneration of $400 each, have been invited to compete. They are: Goodwin and Stone, New York, Walter Gropius, Cambridge, Mass.; Michael Hare, New York, Harrison and Fouilhoux, New York, and Richard Neutra, Los Angeles, California. Kenneth Stowell, A.I.A., Editor of House Beautiful, is Professional Adviser of the Competition, and The Architectural Record for November, 1938, contained complete details. Information and entry blanks may be obtained from Kenneth Stowell, The Architectural Record, 119 West 40th Street, N. Y.

Steedman Fellowship

The Governing Committee of the James Harrison Steedman Memorial Fellowship in Architecture announces the opening of its thirteenth annual competition.

The Fellowship offers an award of $1,500 to assist qualified architectural graduates to benefit by a year abroad devoted to the study of architecture in foreign countries. It is open to all graduates of all recognized architectural schools, who are between the ages of 21 and 31 at the time of appointment, and who have had at least a year's practical work in the office of a St. Louis architect.

Application forms for registration may be obtained upon written request to the Secretary of the School of Architecture, Washington University, St. Louis, Mo., and must be returned, properly filled out, not later than January 30, 1939.

Plym Fellowships

The Twenty-sixth Competition for the award of the Francis J. Plym Fellowship in Architecture for 1938-1939, is announced by Professor L. H. Provin, Head of the Department of Architecture, University of Illinois.

The purpose of this Fellowship is to enable a student of unusual promise to undertake advanced study at the School of Architecture, Princeton University. A stipend of $700 is offered to the winner of the Fellowship, to enable him to complete a year of residence at Princeton. Application blanks may be obtained by addressing the Secretary of the School of Architecture, Princeton University.

Pittsburgh Glass Institute Awards

Prize awards in the Second Pittsburgh Glass Institute Competition, which was concluded November 1 with more than 500 photographs of outstanding examples of the application of glass to design and architecture submitted, have been announced. The Competition entries may be viewed through this month at the PEDAC Galleries, Rockefeller Center, New York City. The Competition Jury was composed of Gardner A. Dalley, Architect, San Francisco; Albert Kahn, Architect, Detroit; William Lescaze, Architect, New York; Raymond Loewy, Industrial Designer; Paul R. McAllister, Interior Decorator, New York; and William A. Kimbel, Interior Decorator, New York. Howard A. Myers, Editor of the Architectural Forum, was Competition Adviser. The Competition was sponsored by the Pittsburgh Glass Institute.

The awards were announced as follows:

Grand Prize of $1,000, engraved glass medallion, and $100 first prize in the classification, Houses Costing Over $12,000: Edward D. Stone and Carl Koch, Associated Architects, New York, for residence in Cambridge, Mass.

(Continued on page 35)
Plastic Materials
Gain in Popularity

That manufacturers, during 1938, used an increasing number of plastic materials for innumerable applications in a variety of industries, is attested by the entries and prize-winners in the Third Annual Modern Plastics Competition, sponsored by Modern Plastics Magazine. All entries in this annual Competition were displayed at the new offices of the magazine, 26th Floor, Chanin Building, 122 E. 42 St., N. Y.

The prize-winners are:


These indispensable sheets are designed especially for architects interested in permanently safeguarding their clients’ buildings against lightning.

NATIONAL LIGHTNING PROTECTION CO.
Jefferson Ave. & Eugenia St., St. Louis, Mo.

Gentlemen:

Please send complete Don Grafl’s newly issued Pencil Points data sheets on permanent lightning protection.

NAME
ADDRESS
COUNTY
STATE
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It is plain from the reading of *Culture of Cities* that Mumford is deeply impressed by the realities of organic life. To that general movement away from mechanism toward organism which he sees in the past century and a half, he is now willing to give a friendly push. Hence this book which is part history, part prophecy, written in a supremely biological frame of mind.

It is concerned with cities, yet it is not too concerned with cities. Here is a sort of architectural Darwinism. Mumford isolates certain dominant social motives of an age and then shows how neatly city building adapted itself to these. We see that protection against invaders, the theme of the Middle Ages, produced the walled town and that the circumferential wall sent the mediaeval mind to such closed social institutions as craft guilds, to guildhalls, and finally to claustrophobia. On the other hand, commerce, powerful states, and kings of later days produced military and luxurious capitals — dominant places within which the call for law, order, and uniformity in matters of trade produced Renaissance architecture of mechanical rigidity and long monumental perspectives, vast plazas, and finally . . . agoraphobia.

Mining activity was the keynote of the 19th Century and the ubiquitous messiness of miners serves to explain much of the chaos of our industrial cities. But we should not let this mess worry us, says Mumford, for the geotects (sic) or “earth-moulders,” like Frederick Law Olmsted, will be along soon to tidy it all up.

Perhaps this method of writing the history of city development is a little less than Darwinism. It is oversimplified history. Here and there in this book, a particular value in one era is judged by a standard of another. Actually, any period is a multiplication of values, and if one type of factor is reduced in time, another automatically has its increase, for, the total, depending as it does on the nature of man-kind doesn’t change by a fraction. But Mumford will note the difference between a factor in the Middle Ages and its counterpart in the Renaissance. He then criticizes the lesser value, ignoring the fact that its reduction was inevitable with an increase in others somewhere else along the line. The result is his unfairness in judgment, which has been noted by other critics.

In that large section of the work devoted to prognostication amid present ruins we are exhorted to turn from mechanism toward organism. The slogan is: Away from the mining town and the bureaucratic metropolis full of inorganic materials and quantitative thoughts; forward to the integrated, geographically valid “region” of garden cities and renovated metropolises built of organic materials and populated by qualitatively-minded citizens! (loud cheers)

Of Mumford, I should say what Andrew Carnegie’s mother said of Matthew Arnold “too ministerial! too ministerial!” But the fault is not the author’s entirely. The clue to this defect is given in the author’s acknowl-
(Continued from page 36)
edgments: thanks to the counsel of
a prominent housing expert the book
was changed from a compact restatement
of past views into a "wide-ranging study." This may explain the drop from the sympathy and literary quality of Sticks and Stones to the shallow and pious reformism of Culture of Cities. It is possible that a competent historian of the Romantic School has fallen among housing experts. Moreover, the humble dependence upon the late lamented Patrick Geddes of Edinburgh is not necessary. Some of that misty northern thinking just doesn't do here.

But I warn you, that portion of the book which tends to run free of Geddes and the housing experts, i.e., that which deals with history prior to the 19th Century, is very competent, very interesting and worthwhile reading. Of course you have to make allowances here for the unfairness that I have noted above and which has actually seeped through from the reformist part of the book.

With the exception of a short chapter on parks and reservations, the Regional Plan Association's From Plan to Reality confines its backward glance over eight years of physical facts in regional development of New York and its environs to a statement and charting of improvements in transportation by road, rail, and air. Housing projects, significant, though small, zoning changes, alterations in building height and bulk restrictions—matters dealt with in the original Regional Plan, considerations essential to anything worthy of the name of regional planning are thoroughly omitted. The book is illustrated with photographs and elaborate maps and is altogether a very competent work within its restricted and businesslike limits.

To the field of housing and the writing of Rational Design, the third volume of The Evolving House, the late Albert Farwell Bemis brought the attitude of the business world in which he spent much of his life. He was intent upon reducing the design of the one-family house to suit his conception of mass production in the housing industry, a matter which meant, "not mass-produced raw materials: we have them now. Not mass-produced houses, fabricated entire in factories, for the house as an entity is not adapted in bulk or weight to manufacture in a shop or to transportation and erection at a distance. Nor does the room unit answer the requirements. A smaller unit, both of design and structure, must be found in some further subdivision of the composite house." For Mr. Bemis, this unit or common de-

nominator turned out to be a cubical module of four inches, a dimension selected because it is the nominal greatest common divisor of the wood-frame house, which represents the bulk of American housing and is the predominant type to which other forms of construction are related. And house design in general would be prepared for mass-production and assembly if it were governed by the cube module and if its complete structures represented multiples of this cube. Applications of this system to traditional and new methods of construction are illustrated extensively. Perhaps the most interesting and useful part of the book is John Burchard II's survey, by means of text and drawings, of the multitude of construction systems running all the way from Kocher and Frey's "Aluminaire" to the Housing Company's "Wudn-house." This and a similar work by Raymond McGrath are probably the most extensive catalogs of housing construction rationalizations in existence.

ALAN MATHER

COLOR AND COLORS, by Matthew Luckiesh ($1.00, 205 pages 6" x 9"
—D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc.,
250 Fourth Avenue, New York). A noteworthy feature of this book is its color chart, into which Dr. Luckiesh has compacted the entire realm of color from its physical basis—the visible spectrum—through color mixture, to the ultimate aesthetic and psychological effects of color. An insight into the author's approach to the subject is afforded in the foreword, which states, in part: "To human beings the ultimate effects of color and colors are human responses. We are nearest to these end-products of the maze of events arising in the external world where the magical drapery of color seems to exist. Color is the play and colors are the players. To develop feeling for color and colors, the consciousness must be kept open to them and to their effects."

Following closely upon the advent of fluorescent lamps, which are advancing a new epoch of controllable colored lighting, Dr. Luckiesh's new book is particularly timely.

C. M.

BASIC PRINCIPLES OF HEALTHFUL HOUSING ($0.25, 20 pages 7" x 9%"—American Public Health Association, 50 W. 100th St., N. Y.) Basic Principles of Healthful Housing by a committee of the American Public Health Association is a summary of satisfactions of physiological and psychological needs, and of precautions against contagion and accidents which housing can provide.

A. M.

Our Job would be EASY if...

Architects would insist upon Mesker Steel Sash with Genuine Wrought Iron Sills in every new building they build.

IT'S no fun to spend $10.00 or more per sash to replace rusted out sills in order to lease a building when we know that for little as 10c more per foot originally we could have windows that would last the life of the building.

TODAY architects throughout the country are specifying Mesker Steel Sash with G.W.I. sills for all types of industrial, monumental and public buildings because they do appreciate the advantage of a window that will last the life of the building.

Mesker S.ince 1879

Mesker Bros., 424 S. Seventh St., St. Louis, Mo.

MESKER BROS., 424 S. SEVENTH ST., ST. LOUIS, MO.
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NEW PRODUCTS
Changes in Personnel, etc.

NEW ACOUSTICAL PRODUCT
WITH NEW DECORATIVE QUALITIES
To meet the need for an acoustical product that fulfills every requisite of acoustical quality and at the same time is distinguished in appearance and character, the Johns-Manville Acoustical Research Laboratories have developed a new ceramic tile known as Permacoustic. Formed from a combination of rock wool and clay, which is baked at an extremely high temperature, Permacoustic has a warm, pleasing light cream color which is baked at an extremely high temperature, and joists, instead of having to be applied between them. A new Type 2 was developed in response to a growing demand for a product, embodying the basic Air-Met principles, which could be sold at a lower price than Type 4, and would at the same time provide effective insulation in situations where the high insulating efficiency of Type 4 is not required. The use of Type 2 is particularly indicated, in the side walls of houses which, unlike roofs and ceilings, are not subjected to the direct downward rays of the sun in summer, and are required to throw back but little of the upward flow of heat from the interior of the house in winter. Type 2 is also being recommended for roofs and ceilings, as well as side walls, in mild climates, where the variations from normal temperatures are not severe.

An advantage of Type 2 to the contractor or applicator is that it can be tacked to the faces of studding and joists, instead of having to be applied between them. A protective layer of building paper is not required with Type 2 Air-Met.

NEW CARRIER OIL BURNER
The Carrier Corporation, Syracuse, N. Y., announces the introduction of a new oil burner for home heating, which embodies new and exclusive features developed by Carrier engineers.

A unique combination of metals in the nozzle assembly is said to achieve cleanliness and dependability. The nozzle tip is of beryllium copper and is non-clogging. The radiated heat from the combustion chamber, after shut-down is conducted away so rapidly by the beryllium copper, that the oil cannot vaporize. Thus, there are no carbon deposits to clog either the inside or outside of the nozzle tip.

NEW TYPE OF AIR-MET
A companion product to Type 4 Air-Met, the new form of aluminum foil insulation for houses introduced to the trade some months ago, has been brought out by The Ruberoid Co., New York.

The original Type 4 Air-Met consists, primarily, of two parallel sheets of heat-reflective aluminum foil, definitely spaced about an inch apart by a series of triangular air cells formed by an accordion-pleated web of strong kraft paper. The new companion product, known as Type 2 Air-Met, uses one sheet of aluminum foil similarly combined with one parallel sheet of vapor-resistant paper. Both types utilize, in different degrees, the exceptional heat reflective value of aluminum foil. In both also the cellular construction impedes heat by conduction to a minimum. Because it is pure aluminum, in neither type, it is claimed, will the metal foil corrode, oxidize or tarnish.

The new Type 2 was developed in response to a growing demand for a product, embodying the basic Air-Met principles, which could be sold at a lower price than Type 4, and would at the same time provide effective insulation in situations where the high insulating efficiency of Type 4 is not required. The use of Type 2 is particularly indicated, in the side walls of houses which, unlike roofs and ceilings, are not subjected to the direct downward rays of the sun in summer, and are required to throw back but little of the upward flow of heat from the interior of the house in winter. Type 2 is also being recommended for roofs and ceilings, as well as side walls, in mild climates, where the variations from normal temperatures are not severe.

An advantage of Type 2 to the contractor or applicator is that it can be tacked to the faces of studding and joists, instead of having to be applied between them. A protective layer of building paper is not required with Type 2 Air-Met.

NEW CARRIER OIL BURNER
The Carrier Corporation, Syracuse, N. Y., announces the introduction of a new oil burner for home heating, which embodies new and exclusive features developed by Carrier engineers.

A unique combination of metals in the nozzle assembly is said to achieve cleanliness and dependability. The nozzle tip is of beryllium copper and is non-clogging. The radiated heat from the combustion chamber, after shut-down is conducted away so rapidly by the beryllium copper, that the oil cannot vaporize. Thus, there are no carbon deposits to clog either the inside or outside of the nozzle tip.
delivers a constant air supply, immune to drafts and outside wind conditions. Pulsations due to draft changes are thus eliminated, and quick operation is assured.

The Carrier oil burner is entirely automatic. It is controlled by the newest, most accurate type of room thermostat. Furthermore, it is absolutely safe-guarded by the Carrier Safety-Stat—a safety control that shuts off the whole burner, if for any reason combustion fails. And there is still another safety factory. The ignition is continuous, rather than intermittent so that whenever oil is supplied it will be instantaneously ignited.

NEW ASPHALT COATED SHEATHING

The United States Gypsum Co., Chicago, Ill., has just announced a new asphalt coated sheathing. This new product has tongue and groove edges, a heavy non-penetrating asphalt covering, and is approximately 2' x 8' in size.

The new sheathing is easier to apply because it is placed horizontally. This permits cutting for openings to be made after the sheathing is applied. A board of this size can be handled by one man, thus reducing the labor and scaffolding cost.

No headers are required with the new sheathing. The tongue and groove assures tight, windproof joints. Studs do not have to space exactly 16" on center. There is no misnailing because studs are always in sight.

The 2' x 8' size boards tie 7 studs together. The reduction in cutting and fitting needed with sheathing boards of this size considerably increases speed of application. There is less material wasted than when large sheets must be cut to fit.

FREE EMPLOYMENT SERVICE FOR READERS OF PENCIL POINTS

(Continued from page 32, Advertising Section)

DRAFTSMAN, experienced with manufacturers and architects. Capable detailer and designer, field measurements and supervising construction. R. M. Newsam, 229 East 26th Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

JUNIOR draftsman, recent Technical school graduate. Four summer vacations spent in architect's office. Designing and detailing store fronts and fixtures. Would like position as draftsman. Also interested in position on construction. Box No. 1221.

LANDSCAPE architect, 25 years of age, University graduate, experienced, desires position with practicing landscape architect, city or state park commission, planning board, or municipal zoning organization. Good references. Willing to go anywhere. Maurice Frank Plotkins, 3228 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

REGISTERED architect (Ohio), Bachelor of Architecture Degree, 5 years' diversified architectural experience, 27 years old, married. Wants permanent position with architect having general practice. Box No. 1222.

DRAFTSMAN, architectural and mechanical with experience as union carpenter, building foreman, union plumber with Mass. State master plumber's license and a first class heating man. Age 35. Would like master mechanic position. Would work on trial. What have you to offer. Box No. 1223.

ARCHITECT, age 38, wishes employment, 14 years' experience, 10 as principal all types construction. Capable complete responsibility. Especially experienced in PWA project detail and supervision. Greater New York City or Connecticut preferred, school and hospital projects particularly. Box No. 1224.

ARCHITECTURAL draftsman, 5 years' practical experience—working drawings—school work. Will accept employment anywhere. Box No. 1225.
The largest single structural glass store front in the country has been recently installed by the Abbott Glass Company, New York, for the Neponsit Bldg. Corp. in their remodelled structure at Fulton St. and Flatbush Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y. More than 10,000 sq. ft. of structural glass was used, in accordance with the plans and specifications of Benjamin Driesler, Jr., Architect, and all glass was supplied by the Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Co. of Toledo, Ohio.

Pecora Black Exterior PECOMASTIC (Code No. 7 HR) was used throughout by the glass installers. This heavy bodied asphaltic mastic is but one of a number of PECOMASTICS that have been especially developed for dependable structural glass installations.
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LET EVERYONE KNOW THAT
CANCER
CAN BE
CURED

BUT TREATMENT MUST BE
STARTED IN TIME

Pin $1.00 or more to the coupon below. It will be spent

1. To enable this Committee to maintain its offices, to distribute free literature and exhibits in schools and other institutions, and to direct annually thousands of sufferers to physicians and hospitals where they can receive treatment, either free or in proportion to their ability to pay.

2. To furnish you with a supply of labels for your packages.

3. To send you a new, highly informative magazine, the Quarterly Review of the New York City Cancer Committee, containing valuable articles on the diagnosis and treatment of cancer.

Cancer now costs America 140,000 lives a year. You may save one of these lives by sending your dollar today.

---TO---
NEW YORK CITY CANCER COMMITTEE
130 EAST 66th STREET, NEW YORK
I enclose $1.00. Send me the Quarterly Review for one year, and also a supply of labels. Please devote the remainder to your work.

Name .................................................................
Address ..................................................................

If you are not a resident of New York City or Long Island, write for information to the American Society for the Control of Cancer, 1250 Sixth Avenue, New York.

---

ART INSTRUCTION
MARCHES ON

And now comes Volume 3!
It's hard for us to realize that we are almost two years old, but it's true... Our next issue will be Volume 3, No. 1... That makes now a mighty fine time for you to start that long-deferred subscription, so as to have Volume 3 complete... The January number is mailed December 15th, so you can call it a Christmas present to yourself.

It's a GIFT!
There's a thought! Why not do as so many did last year, and GIVE one or more subscriptions to A. I.? Whether young or old, amateur or professional, if one is art-minded he'll like ART INSTRUCTION... How about that talented brother or sister, son or daughter? Uncle John and Aunt Minnie might like it, too... Let your gift remind them of you every month of the coming year.

Special Gift Card
We have a neat card especially designed to inform each recipient of your thoughtfulness... It's sent on request.

Binder
Our handsome binder, made to accommodate 12 issues of ART INSTRUCTION, is very popular. It's a splendid value at $1.50, postpaid. There's another thought for Christmas!

WATSON-GUPTILL PUBLICATIONS, Inc.
330 West 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.

Please send me
[ ] A. I. for One Year (12 issues) $3.00*
[ ] A. I. for Two Years (24 issues) $5.00*
[ ] 4-month Trial Subscription $1.00
[ ] Binder for A. I. $1.50
[ ] Free Sample Copy

* Foreign postage, $1.00 a year extra
Many of today's modern types of construction make it impossible to "fish" telephone wiring through completed walls and floors. Wall insulation, fire-stops and ducts present barriers to concealed wiring, but built-in conduit will carry it through.

Such conduit may be planned for future telephone wiring additions as well as immediate needs. Clients appreciate this forethought, because telephones may then be installed at any time without exposed wiring, without piercing walls and floors.

One or two lengths of small pipe provide adequate telephone conduit for the average small house. Built in during construction, its cost is negligible. Your telephone company's "Architects' Service" will help you plan conduit layouts. There is no charge, of course. Just call them.
COMPETITIONS

ALL-America Package Competition—Results Aug., 41
AMERICAN Academy in Rome—Collaborative Problem of the Alumni Association—Results and winning design April, 70
American Gas Association Competition—Results May, 15
Booth Fellowship—Results May, 15
Bridge Awards, A.I.S.C.—Results July, 19
Columbia University Fellowships—Results June, 18
Covington, Ky., Post Office and Courthouse Competition—Winning design Sept., 16
Elevated Highway Competition, A.I.S.C.—Results and winning designs May, 8—12
Elevated Highway Student Competition, A.I.S.C.—Results and winning designs June, 46—47
Fire House Competition, New Canaan, Connecticut—Results and winning design Feb., 16
Goucher College Competition—Results Nov., 12
Goucher College Competition—Winning designs Dec., 735
Illuminating Engineering Society—Beaux Arts Competition—Results June, 50
Ive Lewis Traveling Scholarship—Results June, 48
Johns-Manville "Better Homes" Letter Contest—Results Nov., 19
Ladies Home Journal Small House Competition—Results Oct., 47
Langley Scholarships—Results July, 36
LeBrun Traveling Scholarship—Results June, 22
Winning design June, 384
McKin Fellowship—Results June, 16
Modern Plastics Competition—Results Dec., 35
Municipal Outdoor Theatre Reconstruction Competition—Winning design May, 294—295
Mural Design Competition for Federal Building at New York World's Fair—Results and winning designs Oct., 45
New York Society of Architects Housing Competition—Results and plans of winning design Mar., 36
Overdoor Panel Competition—Associated Press Building—Results and winning designs Nov., 12
Paris International Traveling Scholarship—Results July, 79
Winning designs Aug., 528—529
Pittsburgh Glass Competition—Results Dec., 34
Plym Fellowship—Results June, 19
Post Office Building Competition—Results Aug., 43
Rome Prize in Architecture—Results and winning design July, 440—441
Scholastic Awards—Results and winning designs Aug., 12
Small Post Office Competition—Winning designs Sept., 164—165
Weathen College Art Center Competition—Results July, 57
Winning designs Sept., 151

COMPETITIONS, ANNOUNCEMENTS OF

American Gas Association Competitions March, 42
American National Theater and Academy, Festival Theater Dec., 34
Barre Granite Association Competition Aug., 43
Beaux-Arts Prizes Nov., 33
Booth Traveling Fellowship by Eugene Rainkin March, 43
Brunner Scholarship Aug., 12
Cemetery Memorial Competition June, 49
Chicago Architectural Club Scholarship June, 48
Cornell Fellowship and Scholarship April, 72
El Salvador University Buildings Competition April, 72
Federal Buildings Competition June, 50
Goudge Fellowship April, 72
Harvard University Scholarship Competition Feb., 40
Horn Fellowship March, 44
Interior Design Competition Oct., 44
Kinley Fellowship April, 92
Ladies' Home Journal Small House Competition May, 39
Landscape Exchange Problems Oct., 44
Langley Scholarships Dec., 34
Lowthorpe Scholarship in Landscape Architecture (for Women) May, 56
Marti Monument Competition June, 48
Massachusetts Institute of Technology Scholarship March, 13
Modern Plastics Annual Competition Sept., 44
Mural Design Competition for Federal Building at N. Y. World's Fair July, 38
Overdoor Panel Competition — Associated Press Building Aug., 41
Palmer Fellowship in Architecture Dec., 34
Plym Fellowship Competitions April, 92
Princeton Prizes in Architecture Feb., 40
Public Buildings Competition April, 92
Rome Prizes Nov., 39
Rotch Travelling Scholarship March, 44
Steedman Fellowship Dec., 14
Treasury Department Mural and Sculpture Competitions Nov., 38
"Concrete, Aesthetics of," by Aymar Embury, 11 May, 265

CONSTRUCTION DETAILS

ROBERTSON, E. L., Architect—Details of construction for the Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co. All-Glass Warehouse, Miami May, 313—316
"Contemporary American Style, A," by Talbot Hamlin Feb., 99
CORNWELL, Dean—Group of murals for the Lincoln Shrine at Redlands, California, Elmer Grey, Architect Jan., 22—24
Covington, Ky., Post Office and Courthouse Competition—Winning design Sept., 16
CRET, Paul P., Architect—Photograph of Federal Reserve Board Building, Washington, D. C. June, 312
"Cret, Paul Phillips—Master of Design," by Kenneth Reid Oct., 609
Photograph of entrance to the Folger Shakespeare Library, Washington, D. C. Oct., 46
"Criticising the Critic," by Robert L. Anderson March, 173
CRUISE, A. B.—"Two maps, 'Old New Orleans'" April, 247
"Culture of Cities, The," by Ralph Walker June, 385
DANIELS, Mark—Article, "Chinese Art for Golden Gate Fair" Jan., 11
"Danvers (Old Salem Village), Massachusetts,"—The Monograph Series, by Frank Chouteau Brown Part I Nov., 719—734
Part II Dec., 783—798
DAVIS, David—"Four free studies" Aug., 107—110
Decatur, Illinois, New Post Office st.—Photograph of entrance Oct., 46
DELANO & ALDRICH, Architects—"Proposed Seaplane Administration Building for an Airport—Two water colors by J. Floyd Yewell, Color plates Jan., 2—19
DELCROIX, E. A.—Portfolio of 16 Photographic Studies of New Orleans and Its Environs April, 295—220
Biographical sketch and photograph April, 68
"Dilemma of the Artist, The," by Robert L. Anderson Feb., 107
DI LORENZO, Antonio—Letter, "The Thrashing Floor" Nov., 718
DURVEA, Dries—Group of photographs showing Photo Murals in four entrance foyers of The Chelsea Gardens Apartments, J. M. Fel­ son, Architect Oct., 644—645
D'WIGGINS, W. A.—Group of designs and article by Paul Hollister March, 145
“Ivory Towers and Blast Furnaces,” by Talbot H. Hutchings... July, 423

Hutchins, Robert S., Moore & Hutchins, Architects—Designs and studies for Goucher College Competition—Rendering by Theodore Kautzky... Dec., 735


Johns-Manville “Better Homes” Letter Contest—Results... Nov., 39

Johnson, Edwin G.—“Five Miles from Boston”... Jan., 55

Johnson, T.—“New Orleans (and its Plan),”... June, 384

Koch, Richard—Group of photographs showing the architectural highlights of Vieux Carré in New Orleans... April, 231

Kock, Frederick H.—Group of pen and ink drawings... Nov., 714—716


Ladin’s Home Journal Small House Competition—Results... Oct., 47

La Farge, C. Grant—Obituary... Nov., 18

Langley Scholarships—Results... July, 36

Laszló, Paul—Design for a “Festiplaetos”... Dec., 775

LeBrun Traveling Scholarship—Results... June, 22

Winning Design... June, 384

Lescaze, William, and Henry S. Churchill—Letter on Competitions... March, 8

Lewis, George Stephen—Etching... Jan., 34

Lewis, Schell—Two renderings of a small house at Hyde Park, N. Y., Franklin D. Roosevelt, Architect, and Henry J. Toombo, Associate Architect... May, 290—295

Liang, Siu Ch’eng—Article, “Open Spandrel Bridges of Ancient China”... Nov., 694—700

1. The An-Chi Ch’iao at Chao Chou, Hopei... Jan., 21

2. The Yung-Chung Chiao at Chao Chou, Hopei... March, 115

Lighting Fixtures, Comparative Details of Modern... Dec., 761—768

Lincoln Shrine at Redlands, California, Elmer Grey, Architect... Jan., 21—24


“Low Cost Houses, Architects Can Do,” by H. Vandercook Welsh... June, 357

Maguire, Milton H., Architect—Photograph of Julia Dyckman Andrus Memorial Building, Yonkers, N. Y. ... June, 351

Mancebo, Jorge, Architect—Photograph of the Club de Regatas Tiete, San Paolo, Brazil... Aug., 14

Martens, Walter F., Architect—Perspective rendering, photograph, and plans for the Riverview Terrace apartment building, Charleston, West Virginia—Rendering by Charles Pahl... Aug., 532—533

Martin, Marvin, Sculptor—Sculpture in concrete for new high school at Boulder, Colorado... Sept., 14

Masters of Design—4. Hubak and Root—Article by Russell F. Whitehead... Feb., 65

5. Paul Philippe Cret—Article by Kenneth Reid... Oct., 609

McKee Fellowship—Results... June, 16

Meek, John Gaw, Architect—Photograph of Fine Arts Center, Colorado Springs, Colorado... June, 348

Metropolitan Life Insurance Company Housing Project—Plan... Sept., 43

Meyers, Charles B., Architect—Photograph of Criminal Courts Building, New York, and Family Court Building of the Domestic Relations Court... Jan., 6

Michele, Julian—Penalty drawing, “Norway Spruce”... June, 362


Rendering of the Church of St. Mary’s at Hudson, N. Y., Frank Morgan, Architect... Aug., 514

Models Garden Models... Nov., 695—697

Roosevelt Small House at Hyde Park, N. Y.... Nov., 700

Monograph Series, The... Edited by Russell F. Whitehead

Brown, Frank Chouteau—“Beacon Hill, Boston, Massachusetts”... March, 177—192

“Old Marblehead, Massachusetts”... Part I May, 313—328

Part II July, 451—470

Part III Sept., 591—606

“Danvers (Old Salem Village), Massachusetts”... Part I Nov., 719—734

Part II Dec., 783—798

Moore, John C. B., Moore & Hutchins, Architects—Designs and studies for Goucher College Competition—Rendering by Theodore Kautzky... Dec., 735

Morgan, Frank, Architect—Perspective and plan for the Church of St. Mary’s at Atlantic Avenue, N. Y.—Rendering by Richard H. Millson... Aug., 534

“Mosaic Tile Mural, A,” by Nati Piper... Aug., 495

Municipal Theatre Reconstruction Competition—Winning design... May, 294—299

Mural Design Competition for Federal Building at New York World’s Fair—Results and winning design... Oct., 43

Murphy, Henry J.—Letter, “The Thrashing Floor”... May, 307

“Museum Lighting, Comparative Details of,”... Sept., 571—582

“Museums, The Lighting of,” by Olindo Gronzi... Sept., 569

“Negations,” by Ralph Walker... May, 300

MutruX, Robert Henry—Pencil sketch... Dec., 53

Newcombe, Bill—Cartoon... March, 42

April, 74

New Orleans—Articles, “New Orleans (and its Plan),” by Joseph A. Strin... April, 195

“New Orleans Beckons You,” by Arthur Feitel... April, 221

Two etchings, by Theodore Kautzky... April, 194

Two pencil sketches, by Theodore Kautzky... April, 229

Two maps of Old New Orleans and Louisiana Plantations... April, 203

April, 247

Group of photographs, by Richard Koch, and measured drawings, by the Historic American Buildings Survey, showing architecture of Vieux Carré... April, 231
NEW YORK WORLD'S FAIR, 1939—

Four photographs of exhibits in lobby of Administration Building—Jan., 41
Three sculptural groups for Hall of Medicine and Public Health, by Edmond Amateis, Mayers, Murray & Phillip, Architects—July, 459
Two photographs showing the Trylon and Perisphere for the New York World's Fair, 1939, and the Celestial Globe for the Paris Exposition, 1900—Aug., 10

Article, by Linton R. Wilson, and group of drawings and sketches for The Petroleum Industry Exhibition Inc., Voorhees, Gmelin and Walker, Architects—Sept., 356–510
Rendering, by J. Floyd Yewell showing the Glass Center, Shreve, Lamb & Harmon, Architects—Oct., 12

NILES, Robert—Article, "Indigenous to All America"—Aug., 499
NISHIMOTO, K. M.—Letter, "The Thrashing Floor"—Nov., 718
"North Lights," by "Hub"—June, 363
"North Points," by Charles W. Barr and Carl S. Gerlach—Aug., 42
"Old Marblehead, Massachusetts,"—The Monograph Series, by Frank Chouteau Brown, Part I—May, 313–328
Part II—July, 451–470
Part III—Sept., 591–606
O'TAIR II, James E. M.—Letter, "The Thrashing Floor"—July, 436
"Orientation," by George E. Eichenlaub—Jan., 37
Overdoor Panel Competition, Associated Press Building—Results and winning design—Nov., 12

OVERTURF, Harrison John—Rendering of a residence for Mrs. G. W. Gwin, George Well­ington Stoddard, Architect—Nov., 703

"Parachuting Artists," by Robert L. Anderson—Sept., 566
Paris Prize in Architecture—Results of first elim­ination test—Feb., 38
Results—July, 10
Winning designs—Aug., 528–529

PARKER, Leo T.—Article, "The Architect Can Collect!"—Jan., 37
Article, "Architect as Arbitrator"—May, 297
Pavements in the Gardens of Soochow, Chinese,—Group of working photographs by Clarence S. Stein—July, 427–430

PENCIL POINTS DATA SHEETS,
by Don Graf,
School Building Corridors—Jan., 53
School Building Libraries—Jan., 54
Bathroom Planning—Jan., 55
Table Design—Jan., 55
Attracting Power Lighted Store Windows—Feb., 124
Heat Loss Coefficients—Feb., 124
Owner and Architect Cost-Plus Agreement—Feb., 125
Owner and Architect 6 Percent Agreement—Feb., 125
U. S. S. Gage for Iron and Steel Sheets—March, 170
1918 Automobile Dimensions—March, 170
Heat Loss Coefficients Interior Partitions (2 sheets)—March, 171
Standard Symbols for Concrete Design—April, 80
Rectangular Beam and Slab Formulas—April, 80
Rectangular Beam and Slab Formulas—April, 81

T-Beam Formulas—April, 81
Angle Lintels in Brickwork—May, 330
Movie Projection Room Areas—May, 330
Life of Non-Ferrous Insect-Resistant Cloth—May, 331
Chart for Finding Cubage—May, 331
Projection Room Plan—June, 396
Projection Room Elevations—June, 396
Projection Room Section—June, 397
Location of First Row of Seats—June, 397
Determining the Main Floor Slope—July, 450
Theater Chairs for Main Floor—July, 450
Determining the Balcony Slope—July, 451
Theater Chairs for Balcony—July, 451
Existing Proportions Screen-to-Seat—Aug., 524
Side Seat Limits for Satisfactory Viewing—Aug., 524
Conventional vs. Ideal Theater Floor Slope—Aug., 525
Stage Height and Grid Location—Aug., 525
Rat Proofing Frame Buildings—Sept., 584
Basic Ward Layouts—Sept., 584
To Determine Fixtures from Floor Area—Sept., 585
Heat Loss Coefficients Masonry Walls—Sept., 585
Café Floors, Walls, Ceilings, Lighting—Oct., 652
Café Lavatories, Toilets, Water Supply—Oct., 652
Café Doors, Windows, Ventilation, etc.—Oct., 653
Café Equipment, Waste Disposal, etc.—Oct., 653
Living Rooms in Multiple Housing—Nov., 708
Kitchens in Multiple Housing—Nov., 708
Bed Rooms in Multiple Housing—Nov., 709
Basic Requirements for Closets—Nov., 709
Foundation Design Chart—Dec., 777
Floor Finishes—Dec., 777
An Amateur Darkroom (2 sheets)—Dec., 778

"Perspective in Reverse," by Ernst Janson—Jan., 61

Petroleum Industry Exhibition Inc., The, New York World's Fair, 1939—Article, by Linton R. Wilson, and group of drawings and sketches, Voorhees, Gmelin and Walker, Architects—Sept., 536–510


PIPER, Natt—Article, "A Mosaic Tile Mural"—Aug., 495
PIZA, St. Elmo Tower—Article, "The Rolling Classroom"—June, 379

"Plants Dictate Garden Forms," by James C. Rose—Nov., 695
Plym Fellowship—Results—June, 30
PLYM, Francis J.—Photograph—Sept., 44

POPE and BURTON, Architects—Photograph of Alberta Temple, Alberta, Canada—June, 344

Post Office Buildings Competition—Results—Aug., 45
Winning design—Sept., 16


"Program for the A.I.A., A," by Talbot F. Hamlin—April, 224

"Proportions," by Ralph Walker—Jan., 3

PUBLIC BUILDINGS

Alberta Temple, Alberta, Canada; Pope and Burton, Architects—June, 344
Chattanooga Post Office Building; R. H. Hunt, Shreve, Lamb & Harmon, Architects—May, 102–103
Family Court Building of the Domestic Re­ lations Court; Charles B. Meyers, Architect—Jan., 6
Fairfield Town House, Fairfield, Conn.; Cameron Clark, Architect—June, 350
Federal Reserve Board Building, Washington, D. C.; Paul P. Cret, Architect—June, 352
Fine Arts Center, Colorado Springs, Colorado; John Gaw Meem, Architect—June, 348
Harlem River Houses; Archibald Manning Brown, Chief Architect—May, 281
Highlander Folk School, Monteagle, Tennessee; Stanley C. Reese, Architect—June, 345
Idaho Springs High School; Frank W. Fre­ wen and Earl C. Morris, Architects—June, 350

PENCIL POINTS DECEMBER, 1938
Julia Dyckman Andrus Memorial Building, Yonkers, N. Y.; Milton H. Maguire, Architect

June, 351

Lansington Terrace Housing Development, Washington, D. C.; Robinson, Porter & Williams, Architects

June, 353

Nebraska State Capitol; Bertram Goodhue, Architect

June, 353

Supreme Court Building for the Appellate Division; Joseph H. Freedlander, Architect Jan., 7


Feb., 104–106

Williamsburg Houses; R. H. Shreve, Chief Architect

May, 286

PURDY, Earl—Renderings of a Colonial house in Rhode Island and an English "cottage style" house on Long Island, George S. Steele, Architect

Aug., 150–151

Renderings of a modern beach house at Nassau, Bahamas Islands, and a residence in Rumson, N. J., George S. Steele, Architect

Nov., 704–705

RASKIN, Eugene—Article, "Time Rhumbs On", Jan., 33

"Competition In Fierce"

May, 293

REED, Kenneth—Editorial, "Architects Can't Love"

Feb., 22


Aug., 473

Article, "Paul Philippe Cret—Master of Design"

Oct., 699

"Religion of Art Revived," by Robert L. Anderson

Nov., 701

RESIDENCES

ROOSEVELT, Franklin D., as architect and Henry J. Toombs, Associate Architect—Two perspectives, model, and plans for a small house at Hyde Park, N. Y.—Renderings by Schell Lewis

Nov., 698–700

SANGER, Prentice, Architect—Perspective and plans for a small house at Hyde Park, N. Y.—Renderings by Paul F. Watkeys, Associate Architect and Delineator

May, 299

Perspective and plans for a residence for Richard Sellers, Esq., at Wilmington, Delaware—Rendering by Paul F. Watkeys, Associate Architect and Delineator

May, 302

SCHOFIELD & DEIMEL, Architects—Perspective, photograph, and plans for a house for Thomas M. Russell at Middletown, Conn.—Rendering, by Paul F. Watkeys, Associate Architect and Delineator

May, 302

STODDARD, George Wellington, Architect—Perspective and plans for a residence for Mrs. G. W. Gwin—Rendering by Harrison John Overton

Nov., 703

"Retreat from the Nineteenth Century," by Robert L. Anderson

May, 503

RHINES, George V.—Obituary

Aug., 711


Feb., 104–106

RIPLEY, Hubert G.—Article, "Chronicles of a Eupeptic"

Part III, March, 163

Part IV, Aug., 902

Part V, Dec., 711

Letter, "The Threshing Floor"

May, 310

ROBERTSON, E. L., Architect—Details of construction for the Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co.

All-Glass Warehouse, Miami

May, 333–336

ROBINSON, Porter & Williams, Architects—Photograph of Lansington Terrace Housing Development, Washington, D. C.

June, 353

Rogers Building of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, The—Drypoint by Samuel Chamberlain

Aug., 41

"Rolling Classroom, The," by St. Elmo Tower Piza

June, 379

Rome Prize in Architecture—Results and winning design

July, 440–441

ROOSEVELT, Franklin D., as architect, and Henry J. Toombs, Associate Architect—Two perspectives, model, and plans for a small house at Hyde Park, N. Y.—Renderings by Schell Lewis

Nov., 698–700

ROE, James C.—Article, "Freedom in the Garden"

Oct., 659

Article, "Plants Dictate Garden Forms" Nov., 695

Article, "Integration" Dec., 758

ROSS, James, Architect—Letter, "The Thresholding Floor"

Nov., 711

RUNNELLS, David B., Plym Fellowship Winner—Photograph

Aug., 41

SANDERS, Morris, Architect—Group of presentation drawings for a proposed New York World's Fair Building for the Schenley Corporation

March, 129–136

SANGER, Prentice, Architect—Perspective and plans for a house for Miss Mary A. Williams, Architects June, 353

Washington, D. C; Robinson, Porter & Williams, Architects June, 353


Aug., 41

Time Rhumbs On" Jan., 33

Part III March, 163

Part IV Aug., 502

Part V, Dec., 711

Letter, "The Threshing Floor"

May, 310
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SHOPPERS often form impressions of a store from its outward appearance. Thus the first impression is important. For it can and should make customers of casual passers-by.

Retailers and property owners realize this fact. That's why today in fashionable shopping districts everywhere you'll find that the dominant storefront metal is rich, appealing bronze.

For bronze—traditionally the metal of dignity and good taste—not only adds distinction to displays of merchandise, but lends a feeling of warm substance and integrity to the establishment whose front it graces.

A setting that never grows old

Anaconda Architectural Bronze is a sturdy, durable metal...rustproof, of course. Every bit as economical as it is attractive, architectural bronze is easily cleaned; its natural lustre may be preserved with but occasional attention.

The American Brass Company is the leading supplier of Architectural Bronze, Copper and Nickel silver in the form of extruded shapes, drawn shapes, sheets, etc., for the creation of ornamental work of every description. Anyone contemplating store construction or modernization will find much of interest in our new booklet: Bronze...the Key to Better Retailing. A copy is yours for the asking.

Illustration shows the shop of Mosse Inc., 639 Fifth Avenue, New York City. Paul T. Frankl, Designer. Morris Ketchum, Jr., Associate. Anaconda Bronze Work by General Bronze Corporation, Long Island City, N. Y.
HERE'S HOW TO BUILD AT
LOWER COST!
With Adequate Insulation and Vapor Protection!

CELOTEX VAPOR-SEAL PRODUCTS
BUILD . . . INSULATE . . . VAPOR-SEAL
SAVE MONEY

CONDITIONS right now are favorable for building. It has never been so easy for the home owner to finance himself. The loudest demand of owners is for lower costs. And Celotex offers you one way to satisfy your clients on that score, easily and with permanent profit to the client.

Celotex Vapor-seal Sheathing cuts costs by serving as both sheathing and insulation. Celotex Vapor-seal Lath serves as both plaster base and insulation. Use together on both sides of the studding for lowest cost adequate insulation. And these modern materials provide protection against harmful moisture condensation within walls.

The next house you design can be built for less, without sacrificing strength, quality, or protection, if you specify Celotex Vapor-seal Products. Owners are quick to see the savings offered by using one material instead of three. Furthermore, these products are permanently protected against termites and dry rot by the exclusive, patented Ferox Process, and have the added assurance given by the Celotex Life-of-Building Guarantee!* Mail the coupon now!

*When issued, applies only within the boundaries of Continental United States.